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Preface
The viola-guitar duo is a little-known but surprisingly compatible combination. These
two instruments are particularly suited sharing similar problems and stories. Both are historically
underdogs of the string family. Both experienced a blossoming repertoire and increased
recognition at the beginning of the twentieth century. The viola was championed by Lionel Tertis
(1876-1975) and William Primrose (1904-1982) while the guitar was brought into prominence
by Andrés Segovia (1893-1987) and Julian Bream (b. 1933). These gentlemen all worked to
commission for and show the virtuosity and potential of their given instruments.
Given their similar histories, it is not surprising that the viola-guitar duo is largely a
construct of the twentieth century. In my own research, the only repertoire I have found written
prior to the twentieth century are Two Duos for viola and guitar, Op. 137 by Ferdinando Carulli
(1770-1841) and a Sonata for viola and guitar by Friedrich Wilhelm Rust (1739-1796). The duo
now enjoys a varied growing repertoire, highlights of which can be found in Appendix 2 below.
My first introduction to the viola-guitar duo was in 2012. While attending the University
of Idaho I suggested to my future boyfriend and husband, Bill White, a guitar and composition
major, that he write a piece for viola and guitar. He wrote a three-movement work called
Temperaments and we performed it on my senior recital and his composition recital. After
getting married and moving to Memphis for me to pursue my DMA, Bill and I started looking
for more pieces for the viola-guitar duo because we desired to play together. We were surprised
by the repertoire we found and I decided to make the viola-guitar duo the focus of my degree,
giving all of my recitals with Bill and forming Duo Violão. It has been a great experience and we
have enjoyed playing together because our two instruments are so complementary.
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My experience with the viola-guitar duo inspired me to want to create a resource for
those interested in pursuing this duo. I wanted to collect and present the advice of professionals
in the field and to explore the duo more in depth by looking at one of the gems of its repertoire.
Folklore III has been a joy to work on and one of my favorite pieces to share and perform. I find
the more time I spend with Folklore III, the more it has to offer. It is one of the most balanced
pieces in the repertoire, really letting both instruments work together and shine as equal partners.
My hope is that this project can bring awareness to and offer insight on approaching the violaguitar duo and Folklore III.
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Abstract
This paper presents a general overview of the viola-guitar ensemble and delves into the
repertoire with a close look at Gilbert Biberian’s Folklore III. The general overview of the
ensemble includes challenges, advantages, and unique considerations of the duo with insight
from professionals in the field, including members of the Alturas Duo, Duo Fresco, and Duo
Ditirambo. Four specific topics of the ensemble are explored in depth: balance, intonation,
performance set-up, and repertoire. The analysis and performance considerations for Folklore
III focus on Biberian’s use of Turkish folk song and Turkish music idioms and how these
elements influence performance. Elements explored include texture, grace notes, timbre,
ensemble. Included are the composer’s insights and intentions gathered from the author’s
interview with Gilbert Biberian. This paper is meant to be a resource for those looking to
perform or better understand the viola-guitar duo and to delve into the repertoire with a look
at Folklore III.
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Chapter 1
The Viola-Guitar Duo
Not much has been written about the viola-guitar duo. In fact, in my research I came
across only two articles. The first is a short article by guitarist David Tanenbaum published in
1988, “Building a Viola and Guitar Repertoire with Emphasis on Schubert’s Arpeggione
Sonata.”1 The second is a repertoire list for guitar chamber music published in Soundboard about
the same time that lists some of the available repertoire for viola and guitar.2 Both articles are
resources for finding repertoire, but neither speaks to the specific challenges and considerations
of the duo. I wanted to hear about the experiences of professionals who have performed as part
of this duo and to compile their thoughts and advice. With this goal, I interviewed five guitarists
and two violists. The transcripts of these interviews can be found in Appendix 1 below. My
interviewees are:
•

Carlos Boltes – violist for the Alturas Duo

•

Alfonso Aguirre Dergal – guitarist for Duo Ditirambo

•

Nicholas Goluses – Professor of Guitar at the Eastman School of Music who has recorded
and performed with violists Philip Ying and George Taylor

•

Noelia Gómez González – violist for Duo Ditirambo

•

Scott Hill – guitarist for the Alturas Duo

•

Christopher Kenniff – guitarist of the former Duo Fresco

The questions I asked are as follows:

David Tannenbaum, “Building a Viola and Guitar Repertoire with Emphasis on Schubert’s Arpeggione Sonata,”
American String Teacher 38, no.3 (1988): 72-73.
1

James F. Smith, “20th Century Chamber Music with Guitar: A Selected Repertoire List,” Soundboard (Winter
1989-90): 26-27.
2
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1. Have you played Folklore III?
2. How do you approach playing with viola/guitar? Are there any special considerations you
take in playing with this ensemble?
3. Does this ensemble present any unique challenges?
4. Do you have any advice for a guitarist preparing to play with viola?
5. Do you have any advice for a violist preparing to play with guitar?
6. Do you have any other comments on the ensemble?
I also interviewed Gilbert Biberian specifically about Folklore III and asked him about the duo
and his advice to approaching it. His interview can also be found in Appendix 1.
These interviews yielded great information and many different perspectives. I found
several themes that all the interviewees touched on: balance, intonation, performance set-up, and
repertoire. The first two topics, balance and intonation, are special issues of the duo while
performance set-up and repertoire are things that the duo should consider. I will be exploring
each of these topics, giving the advice and thoughts from each of these musicians as well as my
own experience.
Balance
The first issue in putting any instrument with guitar, besides another guitar, is balance.
This is less of an issue with viola and guitar than with other combinations. Though the
interviewees disagreed to what degree balance is a problem, all agreed it is an important element
to explore and consider.
When asked what special considerations he took in writing for the viola-guitar duo,
Gilbert Biberian said:
Whereas writing for violin and guitar causes a problem of balance for the guitar, with the
viola it doesn’t. The two instruments, as I know you must have found out already, are
2

extremely compatible. The lower pitch of the viola sits well with the register of guitar, which
is velvety, but they don’t cancel each other out, this is the thing. They are velvety, or they are
both capable of velvet textures, but they don’t cancel each other out, which is fantastic.3
Nicholas Goluses largely echoes this opinion saying:
Viola and guitar is a dream. We’re both able to play the way we like, to play without having
to force. The viola can just relax and so can the guitar. We both kind of have the same sort of
sound issues which is really nice. We’re kind of in the same territory in terms of pitch class,
but it doesn’t seem to get in the way. I love playing with viola.4
Goluses does acknowledge that when both instruments are in the same range and the viola is
playing strongly, the guitarist needs to change their attack to cut through the texture.5 Scott Hill
also found this to be true in his playing. He advises guitarists:
…unless you’re just naturally a loud player, you’re going to have to learn to play a lot louder
and you may have to leave a little bit of the want to sound nice all the time - which is
generally how the classical guitarist views his instrument, to play pretty all the time - get a
beautiful sound. They have to work on a different description of the word beautiful, nice, or
pleasant or something like that because what works for solo playing won’t have the same
playing musical effect as working in an ensemble. Whereas before, just to make something
up off the top of my head, you may use your fingers to play on the nylon strings a lot of the
time you’ll have to thumb your way through them just to be heard, much like a flamenco
guitarist. Instead of plucking the chords, you may want to hammer straight through so it
really is percussive and it flies out to the end of the room. You’ll have to develop those kinds
of techniques and you’ll have to develop your technique in general so that you’re able to play
like that so that you can match the intensity and musical, for lack of a better word, bravado of
an orchestral instrument.6
Alfonso Aguirre Dergal also agrees with the need for a brighter color to bring out the guitar,
playing more sul ponticello, when needed. He advocates that this duo is an opportunity for both
instruments to explore more colors and think out of the box.7

3

Gilbert Biberian, interviewed by the author, 7 February 2018; See Appendix 1.a below.

4

Nicholas Goluses, interviewed by the author, 15 February 2018; See Appendix 1.d below.

5

Ibid.

6

Scott Hill, interviewed by the author, 10 February 2018; See Appendix 1.f below.

7

Alfonso Aguirre Dergal, interviewed by the author, 1 March 2018; See Appendix 1.c below.
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The violist can particularly benefit from this ensemble because they do not have to work
as hard to project and be heard as they might playing with a piano or string quartet. This gives
them an opportunity to explore the quieter side of the instrument. Christopher Kenniff notes:
The viola does not need to push to be loud. I would imagine that would be the biggest
suggestion for a viola player. All the sudden you’re not straining to be heard on the same
level as a cellist or of the members of your quartet or piano trio. The violist can explore the
quieter ranges of their instrument, which are often times very, very beautiful. I feel like
there’s an opportunity for a lot of subtly in expression that maybe the violist, being
accustomed to the challenge to project, . . . you don’t need to worry about that.8
Nicholas Goluses stated this idea beautifully telling the violist, “Explore quiet colors.”9 Noelia
Gómez González says that playing with guitar “gave me a whole new world of sound to the
viola.”10 She talks of her journey to finding balance with the guitar:
I used to play in a kind of way to project that doesn’t give a space to the guitar because of my
influence from my teachers and the tradition of the viola to try to project the same as the
violin does or the cello. I was in another kind of world musically speaking, sound speaking.
You know the creation of sound? We were in completely different worlds so we had to come
to an agreement to be in the same kind of world of sound. In this way I started to discover a
lighter way to think, which led me to a new world in expressivity as well because I’m
exploring new ways to play more piano and with different kinds of colors. I find now that
they give me more choices in my playing. That was very interesting and I loved it. It was
hard to recognize it and I can see how it makes a difference in my playing through the
years.11
Gómez González’s duo partner and husband, Alfonso Aguirre Dergal, agrees saying, “Now
when she plays solo, I find that it is more colorful, I would even say more refined.”12

8

Christopher Kenniff, interviewed by the author, 2 March 2018; See Appendix 1.g.

9

Goluses, interview; see Appendix 1.d below.

10

Noelia Gómez González, interviewed by the author, 1 March 2018; see Appendix 1.e below.

11

Ibid.

12

Aguirre Dergal, interview; see Appendix 1.c below.
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Even with the guitarist playing brighter and violist relaxing and giving the guitarist space,
Nicholas Goluses and Christopher Kenniff both say that the guitarist should not hesitate to
explore light amplification. Kenniff speaks of his experience with amplification:
You have the sense that you almost don’t need to amplify because there’s a good match
between the capabilities of the viola and guitar to project. As we started playing in larger
venues and even in smaller ones – I think that the fact that we share so much of a similar
register, it really is important for the guitar to amplify. Otherwise you really lose the dynamic
potential, the expressive potential, of the guitar to match what the viola can do. We moved
from amplifying only when needed, to just using very discreet amplification all the time.
That really helped the ensemble. We received consistently better audience feedback. I think
given the quality of sound reinforcement today, there’s no reason why a guitarist can’t find a
discreet method to amplify the guitar and for that to be effective.13
While each violist and guitarist will have a different experience, these are helpful
suggestions when dealing with balance. The guitarist needs to develop a loud sound with energy
to match what the viola can produce. They can also use brighter colors to cut through the texture.
The violist can use this opportunity to develop quiet colors to give the guitarist space, while also
expanding their range and expressivity. In this way, playing in a viola-guitar duo challenges both
musicians to develop their technique to be more expressive and play with power and sensitivity.
This transforms an issue into an opportunity for musical growth, something that can benefit both
musicians.
Intonation
Perhaps the biggest challenge of the viola-guitar duo is intonation. The guitar is an
inherently out-of-tune instrument. It is not as tempered as a piano; the intonation shifts
depending on the register and position the guitar is playing in.14 The viola is able to be flexible

13

Kenniff, interview; see Appendix 1.g.

14

Temperament is adjusting the spacing of intervals from just intonation to help instruments that cannot adjust their
intonation sound in-tune in multiple keys. In equal temperament the twelve semi-tones in an octave are all equally
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with intonation and can adjust while the guitar is stuck. Even with the guitar’s fixed intonation,
there are things each player can do to help create the most in-tune sound.
Intonation can be a frustrating and sensitive issue for both players. Alfonso Aguirre
Dergal recognizes this and advises:
Be open to exploring. For example, tuning is a big deal because for guitar it’s tricky: it’s not
fixed, it’s not tempered but it’s also not moveable, so it’s never perfect as the tempered
standard. On the other hand, string players can adjust, but it’s different adjusting to piano or
adjusting to string quartet than adjusting to guitar… That took many, many years, to realize
that we have to be flexible and open to that because sometimes we would be like “you are out
of tune” or “your guitar is not in tune,” and it was really neither and both at the same time.
We’re playing different roles, like the guitar was out of tune and she is not adjusting because
she’s doing what she practiced solo.15
One of the ways violist Carlos Boltes deals with intonation is by knowing the guitar part and
knowing exactly how it interacts with the viola. He is aided in this by firsthand knowledge
because he also plays guitar and is familiar with the intricacies and tendencies of the
instrument.16 Going along with this, Christopher Kenniff recommends that, as basic as it sounds,
the guitarist be fluent with alto clef and the violist recognize that the guitar is a transposing
instrument, sounding down an octave from its written pitch. 17 Sometimes these seemingly
obvious things can have the biggest impact on performing because they are essential to
understanding how the two parts interact.
One way that the guitarist can help with intonation is to balance their chords. This is done
by not striking each note of the chord at the same volume. If the root of the chord is the loudest

spaced. A just or pure intonation system is based on naturally occurring harmonics and tunes notes differently based
on relationships.
15

Aguirre Dergal, interview; see Appendix 1.c below.

16

Carlos Boltes, interviewed by the author, 13 February 2018; see Appendix 1.b below.

17

Kenniff, interview; see Appendix 1.g.
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note and the third is the softest, the pitches can blend better and sound better in tune.18 Scott Hill
gives another suggestion for the guitarist to help intonation: always have a gentle coloring
vibrato. He refers to this as harmonic vibrato. Contrasted with melodic vibration, it is barely
perceptible, but aids the viola in fitting into the harmonic foundation.19
The violist, of course, will have to be prepared to do a lot of adjusting. Hill describes the
experience of playing with guitar and advises the violist:
… it’ll be almost like a string quartet in a weird way, you know what I mean? It’s like the
cello can’t move the intonation, they can’t really, you always have to tune off the cello. It’s
like no matter how out of tune it is, that’s the note and you spend all your time going on that.
Just be prepared to do a little bit of tuning or an equal amount of tuning, but sometimes it’s
not going to be in tune. You have to just know that and accept it.20
As a violist, I have found a lot of benefit in singing my part with the guitar playing as a practice
technique. I find that if I can fit my voice into the guitar’s harmonic texture, I can better hear
how I should get the viola to fit in.
Balance and timbre can also affect intonation. Something can sound out of tune because
the parts are not balanced or the two sounds are not compatible. These are important
considerations to take in trying to create the most in-tune sound. A change in timbre or volume
can aid in hearing intonation issues or even solve them.
Even though intonation is an issue, both players can do things to minimize the problem.
The violist can interact with the harmony of the guitar part and be able to anticipate problems
and adjust quickly. The guitarist can balance their chords and create a good harmonic foundation
with their sound for the violist to fit into with harmonic vibrato.

18

Boltes, interview; see Appendix 1.b below.

19

Hill, interview; see Appendix 1.f below.

20

Ibid.
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Performance Set-Up
Performance set-up is an important consideration of the ensemble and something that
each duo should explore. As a non-standard ensemble, the violist and guitarist have many
options for standing or sitting and what side each occupies. My interviewees had some
preferences and thoughts on that matter. The Alturas Duo plays while seated, with the viola on
the left and the guitar on the right. Duo Ditirambo has found a similar set-up. Noelia Gómez
González spoke of their rationale behind this set-up and of special considerations she takes in
playing in this ensemble saying:
We’ve tried many things. Years ago, I was playing standing up and five years ago or so we
decided it would be better for me to sit down. The reason we came to this is because after
having played many concerts, we were trying as much as possible to be a duo and not a viola
accompanied by a guitar. You know with piano, it is helpful to be standing up because you
have such a big sound behind you, but with the guitar you have the inconvenience that the
guitar has a small sound compared to the viola and compared to the piano, so if on top of that
I play standing up, all the views of the audience go to me… So, we started to explore me
sitting down and we found it very, very useful for us. We could be more together ensemblewise because we could see each other much more. It reminded me playing much more in a
quartet or in a duo with a violinist because before I was thinking of the ensemble as in a
group with a piano. The piano is sitting down because there is no other way to play piano and
I am standing up because it is a standard, it is what I’m supposed to be doing, but I do not
think it works with guitar. I see many duos with guitar and I keep thinking that if you sit
down, it becomes more a duo instead of viola accompanied by guitar. And that gave us a lot
of space to rehearse and to discuss and to explore about gesture, how to develop gestures and
the kind of gestures that the guitar did and that I did and how to do gestures together to have
the same kind of energy when we play, the same kind of energy to finish the phrases or to
start. Sitting down together gave us a lot of new ideas and it gave a lot of new things to the
duo so it was a good surprise for us.21
Gómez González’s thoughts on performance set-up were some of the most influential to me with
my duo. Before this, my duo partner Bill White and I had experimented with me standing on
different sides, but never sitting. I stood because it is what I was used to doing when playing with

21

Gómez González, interview; see Appendix 1.e below.
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piano or solo, just as Gómez González mentioned. I thought standing would give me more
freedom to move and be expressive. I was inspired after interviewing Gómez González to try
sitting down and now must completely agree with her. It feels more like a duo to sit, even when
playing pieces where the viola is the primary melodic instrument. I also feel like I can
communicate more with Bill being on the same level and we are better able to mix our sounds.
My fears that sitting would limit my expression or feel restrictive were unfounded.
Given all these reasons, I recommend that any starting duo begin with both players sitting
with the violist on stage left and the guitarist on stage right. This gives the duo a good foundation
for set-up to then explore other set-ups if they desire. As Gómez González mentioned,
performance set-up can also aid the balance of the ensemble. Biberian recommends that both
players first rehearse facing in so that they can hear each other and then face out for performance
so that the audience can hear them.22 Hill points out that it is especially important the guitarist
face the audience almost head on in order to project.23
Repertoire
There is a good collection of original works for the viola-guitar duo, a selection of which
I have highlighted in Appendix 2 below. Still, the original repertoire is small and primarily from
the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Most of the musicians I interviewed mentioned that they
have had to work to build their duo’s repertoire. There are three ways to do this: to commission,
transcribe, and arrange.
The Alturas Duo does a lot of commissioning. Scott Hill advises new duos:
Do a lot of commissioning if you can. Just ask composers to write for you or suggest it,
you’ll be amazed how many people want to do it anyways to hear their stuff premiered.
22

Biberian, interview; see Appendix 1.a below.

23

Hill, interview; see Appendix 1.f below.
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They’re willing to help out with grants, write them basically, you sign them or you can help
them out... Actually, it’s funny the amazing amount of composers that say after writing for
guitar viola, I ask why would anyone write for violin. People really like the viola once they
hear it because it’s human voice register - anyone can hum along kind of thing.24
Working with the composers you commission from can also be a way to solve issues of balance
and intonation in the ensemble. Carlos Boltes notes that:
If it’s contemporary music that is written for you, you can negotiate with the composer and
the guitarist. For instance, if you are playing the melody, the viola is playing a third of the
chord, try to not play that third in the guitar and then you will have more harmonics, more
ringing tones, between the two instruments. You start to negotiate harmony and passing notes
and things with the composer. For instance, some composer wrote in F# major for the
ensemble and this is ridiculous. It’s a key that the guitar has to close bars all the time and the
A# is going to be always a problem. Just change the key or how the guitar approaches the
part … if it’s not working the intonation or balance.25
Hill adds to this saying, “Of all the people we’ve worked with, not one has said no, I won’t
change that. It just doesn’t happen so if it’s not working, it’s not working.”26
Duo Dittirambo also commissions, but they also find a lot of value in arranging. This has
let them explore the duo and find different sound combinations they enjoy. They focus on two
kinds of arrangements: arranging popular music from Latin America and taking solo guitar
works and adding a viola part. Noelia Gómez González says:
The arrangements made out of pieces for guitar, we did this with a goal in mind. It was
because usually the viola has the melodic part and has most of the protagonist thing and we
wanted the duo to be more balanced. We took some pieces for guitar like Seis por Derecho
by Lauro and we just composed a viola part to it.27
One of the things Gómez González has enjoyed about these arrangements has been getting to
explore the viola as a guitar. She was inspired by the Venezuelan cuatro, a small four-string

24

Hill, interview; see Appendix 1.f below.

25

Boltes, interview; see Appendix 1.b below.

26

Hill, interview; see Appendix 1.f below.

27

Gómez González, interview; see Appendix 1.e below.
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guitar, to experiment with playing the viola in a more percussive guitaristic way. This can be
seen in Duo Dittirambo’s arrangement of Seis por Derecho by Antonio Lauro.28 Gómez
González also notes that a sound combination they particularly enjoy in their arrangements is
when the viola is playing a melody and the guitar plays a higher part in sixths or thirds with it.29
This speaks to the versatility of having two similarly ranged instruments.
Christopher Kenniff found himself doing arrangements with a different goal. He wanted
to fill in more of the gaps in the existing repertoire by arranging renaissance and classical
works.30 Kenniff’s Duo Fresco album, Transfigurations, includes arrangements of Purcell, de
Falla, and Dowland.31
The last way to add repertoire is transcription. Nicholas Goluses mentions several pieces
that are easily transcribed for viola and guitar and notes pieces for cello and guitar are
particularly easy to appropriate as the viola is simply an octave above the cello. He mentioned
the Sonata for cello and guitar by Radamés Gnattali, the Duo for cello and guitar by Stephen
Dodgson, the Histoire du Tango by Astor Piazzolla, and the Arpeggione Sonata by Franz
Schubert.32
Transcriptions, arrangements, and commissions are wonderful ways to add to the duo’s
repertoire. Arrangements, in particular, can be unique to each duo and a way to set their

Duo Ditirambo’s video for Seis por Derecho can be found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SLnXb5nI
1G8.
28

29

Gómez González, interview; see Appendix 1.e below.

30

Kenniff, interview; see Appendix 1.g.

31

32

Duo Fresco, Transfiguration, Eroica Classical Music JDT 3277.
Goluses, interview; see Appendix 1.d below.
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repertoire apart. These are all ways to add to your ensemble’s repertoire, each created to add
something different, fill in gaps, and supplement existing repertoire.
Conclusion
The viola-guitar duo is exciting to work with because it is an emerging ensemble. It does
not have a set tradition or large repertoire, giving its performers freedom and the opportunity to
explore. The two instruments are particularly suited to each other and offer many possibilities
with the different sounds they can produce. The combination can be approached much like any
other chamber ensemble but balance, intonation, performance set-up, and repertoire are some
things to consider. There are no great obstacles, however, and many creative solutions to
potential problems are given above. The solutions to these problems are opportunities for
musical growth that can enrich how each player approaches to their instrument, increasing their
pallet of expressivity, and encouraging them to be creative and step outside of their traditions.
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Chapter 2
Gilbert Biberian and the Folk Songs in Folklore III
Gilbert Biberian
Gilbert Biberian was born in Istanbul, Turkey on February 19, 1944. In a 2005 interview,
Biberian spoke of his introduction to the guitar:
When I was 13 my father came home with a guitar. The strings were broken, so I tied them
together and started playing. He noticed that I was diligent, and brought home the Carulli
method, the Ricordi edition in three volumes.1
In 1959, at the age of fifteen, Biberian and his family immigrated to England. He did not speak
English at the time though he quickly picked it up. He also speaks Turkish, Greek, French, and
Spanish.2
Biberian attended the London College of Music from 1963 to 1965 and the Trinity
College of Music from 1965 to 1968.3 He later returned to Trinity College as Professor of Guitar
from 1988 to 1996.4 He has studied guitar with Len Lewis, Victor Bennett, Blanche Munro, Ida
Presti, and Alexandre Lagoya. He has also studied interpretation with New Zealand pianist
Anthony Kinsella.5 Biberian studied composition with Elisabeth Lutyens, James Patten, and
Hans Keller.6 Keller was particularly influential on Biberian’s relationship with music and
composition. In an interview at age 60, Biberian said:

1

Colin Cooper and Thérèse Wassily Saba, “Gilbert Biberian at 60,” Classical Guitar 23:5 (2005): 25.

2

Michael Curtis, “Gilbert Biberian: Guitarist, Teacher and Compose,” The Guitar Review 90 (1992): 3.

3

Ibid.

4

Gilbert Biberian, “Teaching,” <http://www.gilbertbiberian.com/page9.htm> (20 August 2018).

5

Cooper, “Gilbert Biberian at 60,” 25-26.

6

Colin Cooper, “Gilbert Biberian’s First 50 Years,” Classical Guitar 12 (1994): 28.
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He was a wonderful man. I took composition lesson with him after I met him at the
Dartington Summer School. He turned my head around as a composer and pointed me in the
right direction. Before him, my writing was along the right lines in general terms, but he
enabled me to have a musical aesthetic for doing things which were compelling. I had some
of the most exciting and stimulating hours of my life when I visited him and his wife in
Hampstead. He opened my eyes with respect to the values in composing. What is it that
happens with sound psychologically? What is it that distinguishes a great idea from a good
idea, and a good idea from a bad idea? He gave me the tools to upgrade the quality of my
writing. The relationship between foreground and background, and the emotional response
created by the tension between the two.7
Biberian has performed as both a soloist and a chamber musician, though he is
particularly passionate about chamber music. He encourages guitarists to get involved in
chamber music and believes that this can be a path for those not interested in a solo career. In his
article “In Search of a Golden Age,” he wrote:
With the large number of excellent players rising now, the soloist platform can no longer
remain the only outlet for their musical aspirations. There will have to be another channel
and it is apparent to me that the field of chamber music, developed in close collaboration
with composers, will be the one to provide the substantial guitar music of the years to come.8
Biberian has worked toward this in his own career; he is a founding member of the Omega
Players and the Omega Guitar Quartet. Consisting of ten guitarists, the Omega Players was one
of the first professional guitar ensembles. Both ensembles commissioned many works and
brought chamber music with guitar into more prominence.9
As a composer, Biberian uses a lot of variety in his work. He has used modern techniques
like free notation and prepared strings, incorporated mixed media like mime, choreography, and
poetry, and used many styles and cultural elements in his writing.10 Michael Curtis calls Biberian
a “bridge between East and West” and notes:

7

Collin Cooper, “Gilbert Biberian at 60,” 22.

8

Gilbert Biberian, “In Search of a Golden Age,” Composer 72 (1981): 5-6.

7
9

Gilbert Biberian, “Biography,” <http://www.gilbertbiberian.com/page5.htm> (20 August 2018).
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Curtis, “Gilbert Biberian,” 1-2.
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[Biberian’s] music reflects the influence of his Middle Eastern upbringing. In guitar pieces
such as Monogram, Anagram, and Sufi, and in other pieces such as Folklore no. 1 for piano,
and The Poet Makhtum Kuli for solo viola, the Middle Eastern influence occurs on all levels,
whether dominating the scenery or dotting the landscape. This expression of ethnic traits
doesn’t take the form of quotes, but is more one of feeling and attitude.11
I had the opportunity to interview Biberian as part of my research. It was a lovely
experience and I suggest that any reader pause here and turn back to Appendix 1.a below to read
that transcript before continuing on. In this interview, I was able to ask Biberian about Folklore
III and get his thoughts on the viola-guitar duo. He was an invaluable source of information
about approaching this piece and the Turkish style.
Folk Songs in Folklore III
Folklore III is a piece that shows Biberian’s Middle Eastern influence on all levels.
Written in 1994 and dedicated to Biberian’s friend, violist Richard Crabtree, Folklore III is the
last in a series of works called Folklore. Biberian explains more in a program note from 1994:
In the series of works called Folklore, I went back to my roots in order, once again, to inject
some freshness into my music. I drew on the ethnic music of Greece, Turkey, and Armenia. I
made references to it, adopted its inflections, but, above all, I sought to create a new vantage
point, for me, for the players, and for the audience. This became a vantage point from which
to view the material as well as the medium. Folklore I is an extended solo for the piano,
Folklore II is for flute and guitar, and Folklore III for viola and guitar. In all these works,
Armenian, Turkish, and Greek songs are made to co-exist harmoniously in an obviously
idealized and personal world. Folklore III, written for my 50th birthday concert, is based
exclusively on Turkish songs. I arranged three of them and imbedded them into the piece.
The first song, Ocakta kahve pişirir (making coffee in the fireplace) is a delightful love song
with a touch of the surreal; the second, Tasli tarla ayrikli (A field with stones is a thing apart)
tells the joys of daughters and what awaits the parents when they reach marriageable age; and
the third (originating in the town of Mus) is one of the most moving indictments of the
tragedies of war, seen almost with childlike simplicity, bewildered, uncomprehending:
There are no clouds in the sky, but why this smoke?
This is Mus, the roads are steep, I wonder why those who go away never return?
My piece is a celebration of love, daughters and sons, of dance and life. 12
11

Curtis, “Gilbert Biberian,” 2.

Gilbert Biberian, “Note,” (1994) <https://scholarship.rice.edu/bitstream/handle/1911/79776/ssm1996-0214C.pdf?sequence=1> (20 August 2018).
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In my interview with Biberian, I had the opportunity to ask where he first came across these
three folk songs. Biberian replied, “In Turkey, when I was growing up.”13 I then asked why he
chose these particular songs and he said, “They’re tunes that I love.”14 When I then asked if this
was the theme that unites them, he said, “Love always is.”15
These three folk tunes are woven into an extended single-movement work in Foklore III.
The following is a formal outline for Folklore III showing where these folk songs occur,
including the measure each section starts.16
Introduction
M. 1 - Prelude like and rhapsodic
Ocakta kahve pişirir
M. 26 – the melody is state twice with more ornamentation/texture the second repetition
Tasli tarla ayrikli
M. 75 – The melody is stated four times with differing texture and ornamentation
Ocakta kahve pişirir
M. 109 – melody occurs a fourth higher than the first section
Havada bulut yok - Yemen Türküsü
M. 136 – single statement of obscured melody
Ending - Ocakta kahve pişirir
M. 174 – Ocakta kahve pişirir without melody
This work could have been subtitled, A Fantasy on Three Turkish Folk Songs. It is the freedom
Biberian takes in setting and weaving these songs together that gives this work the improvisatory
feel necessary to a fantasy. Biberian uses texture and color to give each song its own sound

13

Biberian, interview, see Appendix 1.a below.

14

Ibid.
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Ibid.
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All musical examples and analysis are derived from: Gilbnert Biberian, Folklore III (Cadenza Music, 1998).
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world, sometimes quite different from the original. In our interview, he told me, “Turkish music
doesn’t have harmony. It has texture and color, but not harmony.”17 He uses this piece as an
opportunity to explore these two elements, and this chapter will focus heavily how they are used
in setting each folksong. This chapter will also explore the freedom Biberian takes in his use of
these two instruments: neither is locked into its traditional role of melody or accompaniment.
Ocakta kahve pişirir

Figure 1. Ocakta kahve pişirir melody. Transposed from original source to match
Folklore III use. <http://www.turkuler.com/nota/ezgi_ocakta_kahve_pisirir.html> (22
February 2018).
The first song used is Ocakta kahve pişirir, seen in Figure 1 above. Biberian preserves
the melody, tempo, and lively feel of the original song in his setting. He gives the viola the
melody and the guitar the accompaniment. Ocakta kahve pişirir is also a unifying element of
Folklore III. As seen in the formal outline above, it is the only song to appear more than once in
the composition, though the last iteration lacks melody. Its repeated use returns the listener to
something familiar and makes the music more accessible, especially on first hearing. Weaving
Ocakta kahve pişirir through the work also creates an improvisatory feeling as an improvisor
might return to previous material in their wanderings.
Figure 2 below compares the three statements of the Ocakta kahve pişirir melody in the
viola part with the original folk song.

17

Biberian, interview, see Appendix 1.a below.
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Figure 2. Comparison of Ocakta kahve pişirir melody with its use in the viola part of
Folklore III.
As can be seen, no two statements of the melody are the same. When the song first appears, the
melody is quite faithful to the original. The second statement, occurring right after the first in m.
47, is markedly different. The melody is still outlined but taken down an octave. The main
18

difference is textural: the longer rhythms are subdivided, ornamenting the melody, and a second
voice is added. The final statement of the melody, when Ocakta kahve pişirir first returns
starting in m. 111, is very similar to the first, though it is up a fourth and down a fifth in places.
Here Biberian changes things with articulation, adding staccatos, accents, tenutos, and
sforzandos, sometimes with more than one articulation for a given note. These differences
between statements, though they can be subtle, add to the overall feeling of freedom in the piece.
Nothing is written or played the same way twice.
Examining the viola line shows some of the textural elements and changes used, but it is
in looking at both parts together that the picture is clear. The first phrase of each statement is
shown in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3. Opening phrase of the Ocakta kahve pişirir melody in Folklore III in its three
statements.
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In the first statement, starting in m. 26, the guitar has a two-voice texture. It is not very busy and,
even when more sixteenth notes are added towards the end of the statement, it gives the viola
line a lot of space. The two instruments do not cross registers, staying about an octave apart
through this first hearing. In the second statement, starting in m. 47, both parts become more
active. The viola adds a second voice and moves down an octave, putting both instruments in
close quarters playing in the same range. This creates a dense, close texture. The guitar often fits
right in between the viola’s double stops. When Ocakta kahve pişirir returns in m. 111, the viola
and guitar are again in separate registers. The large stacked fourths and repeated sixteenth notes
in the guitar part give this statement a lot of energy and a large open texture.
One of the notable things comparing the different textures seen here is that neither
instrument is covered. For example, when Ocakta kahve pişirir comes back in m. 111, the guitar
is loud, playing 4 to 6 notes at a time. The viola does not have to compete with this texture; it
rides over the top because it is in a much higher register. This is an example of how Biberian’s
writing is sensitive to potential problems of balance between the two instruments and seeks to
mitigate them.
While there are only three statements of the melody, the essence of Ocakta kahve pişirir
comes back to end the work. The beginning of this section is shown in Figure 4 below. One of
the important elements of Turkish folk songs is meter. Each rhythmic meter has a name and this
system of named rhythmic meters is known as usul. Folk songs that were danced to usually have
an asymmetrical meter from the aksak or “limping” family of usul.18 Ocakta kahve pişirir uses

Aleksandra Vojčič, “Beat Hierarchy and Beat Patterns from Aksak to Composite Meter,” Current Musicology 98
(Fall 2014): 41-70.
18
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Türk aksağı usulu.19 This denotes 5/8 meter grouped as 2+3.20 It is the combination of the same
meter and similar textures as before that makes this ending section a derivative of Ocakta kahve
pişirir.

Figure 4. Folklore III mm. 174-182.
The guitar part in m. 174, shown in Figure 4 above, is similar to its previous part in m.
111, seen in Figure 3 above. Instead of playing the melody, the viola is working in a similar way
to the guitar. The guitar plays large quartal structures and the viola part is derived from this,
often sharing notes with the guitar part. Both instruments are also in similar ranges here with
their parts often interlocking. The ranges gradually widen and move apart as the ending
progresses with the viola gradually moving higher as the energy grows. This ending is driven by

Aleksandra Vojčič would refer to this as authentic aksak because the number of pulsations, five, is a prime
number.
19
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Elliot Bates, Music in Turkey: Experiencing Music, Expressing Culture (New York: Oxford University Press,
2011), 51-55.
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rhythm and texture, culminating a final huge wash of sound at the end; the climax of the piece.
Having the climax of the music end the work reflects the formal flexibility of the piece. It also
reflects that the whole piece is a musical journey, moving not from one section to another, but
from beginning to end.
Tasli tarla ayrikli

Figure 5. Tasli tarla ayrikli melody. Transposed from original source to match Folklore
III use. <http://www.turkuler.com/nota/ezgi_dasli_tarla_ayrikli.html> (22 February
2018).
The second song used in Folklore III is Tasli tarla ayrikli, seen in Figure 5 above. In
using this song, Biberian takes more liberty, transforming it from the original. Tasli tarla ayrikli
is originally of a similar character to Ocakta kahve pişirir, a bright and quick dance. Biberian
takes this boisterous character and makes it calm and smooth, much like comparing the water in
a splashing stream to a calm flat lake. This gives Tasli tarla ayrikli a different color pallet than
Ocakta kahve pişirir. Where Ocakta kahve pişirir uses a palette of bold and saturated hues, Tasli
tarla ayrikli is muted pastels.
For this song, the instruments’ roles are switched, giving the guitar the melody and the
viola the role of accompanist. It is worth noting that this is somewhat unusual in the viola-guitar
repertoire. For most duos, the viola is the main protagonist and the guitar is more
accompanimental, providing the harmonic foundation. When the guitar does get the melody, it is
often solo, accompanying itself. As a guitarist and lover of the viola, Biberian is able to expertly
use both instruments and craft a balanced and equal duo. This is one of Folklore III’s great
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strengths. It makes use of the fact that since both instruments share similar ranges, the viola can
accompany the guitar in a lower register. This is a possibility that Alfonso Aguirre Dergal noted
was a special feature of the viola-guitar duo in his interview.21
The Tasli tarla ayrikli melody is repeated four times in this section. Figure 6 shows the
folk song’s melody compared to the guitar’s melody in mm. 75-82. Each statement of the tune is
almost identical to the first, just differing slightly in ornamentation.

Figure 6. Comparison of Tasli tarla ayrikli melody with its use in the guitar part of
Folklore III.
Biberian keeps interest while repeating this tune by switching between two different
textures in the viola accompaniment. These two textures can be seen in Figure 7 below. In the
first texture, seen in starting in m. 75, the viola plays pizzicato double stops. The second texture,
seen starting in m. 84, is a bowed eighth note scalar figure. The viola is also given a contrasting
metrical feel. Instead of maintaining the steady 2+3+2+2 of each measure in the pizzicato
texture, the viola groups the eighth notes over a two-measure unit. The first part, mm. 84-85 and
mm. 97-98, is grouped 4+8+6 and the second part, mm. 86-87 and mm. 99-100, is grouped
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Aguirre Dergal, interview; see Appendix 1.c below.
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4+3+4+3+4. This legato slurring contrasts with the with the more metrically driven pizzicato
sections and breaks up the steady meter, removing it farther from the original dance.

Figure 7. The two textures used in the viola accompaniment of Tasli tarla ayrikli. For
clarity, the repeat of mm. 84-85 is written out in this example.
Much like in Ocakta kahve pişirir, Biberian manipulates texture, range, and dynamics so
the melody is never overwhelmed. The viola plays with a mute, con sordino, and is always
marked one to two dynamic levels below the guitar. Biberain adds texture with double stops
when the viola is pizzicato but uses a single line when arco. While the instruments do cross
voices, the guitar is generally higher than the viola. Even when the viola plays its highest note,
seen in m. 85, it is a harmonic, further thinning the sound. This writing gives the guitar a lot of
room to share its line and be expressive.
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Havada bulut yok

Figure 8. Havada bulut yok – Yemen türküsü. Transposed from the original source to
match Folklore III use. Measures 10-14 have been changed from the original source to
remove some of the ornamentation and more closely match existing recordings of the
song. <http://www.turkuler.com/nota/ezgi_havada_bulut_yok_bu_ne_dumandir.html>
(22 February 2018).
The final folk song used in Folklore III is Havada bulut yok, also known as the Yemen
türküsü. This is the best known and most recorded of the folk songs; it is also the song that the
most liberties are taken in. The melody is not explicitly stated but is rather obscured and broken
between the two instruments. Havada bulut yok uses a traditional song form of verse and chorus.
The viola plays the first half of the melody, the verse, and the guitar covers the second half, the
chorus. Figure 9 shows the viola’s half of the melody which corresponds to the verse section of
Havady bulut yok¸ shown in mm.1-9 of Figure 8 above. Figure 10 shows the guitar’s half of the
melody, which corresponds to the chorus section shown in mm. 10-14 of Figure 8.

Figure 9. Folklore III, Havada bulut yok. Viola mm. 137-148.
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Figure 10. Folklore III, Havada bulut yok. Guitar mm. 153-163.
As can be seen above, the melody is slowed and played in harmonics between each
instrument. Furthermore, both instruments play the melody in the same register. The long notes
obscure the melody, especially in the viola part, but Biberian aids the listener by differentiating
the melodic line from the rest of the texture. The use of harmonics gives the melody a piercing
quality which rides above the rest of the sound while still keeping the sparse transparent texture.
The accompanying part also helps distinguish the melody and adds to the atmospheric quality.
Figure 11 below shows the beginning of Havada bulut yok where the viola plays the melody and
the guitar accompanies, and Figure 12 shows where they switch roles and the guitar plays the
melody while the viola accompanies. Each instrument plays only one voice and one note at a
time, to create the sparse texture. The large leaps in the accompaniment contrast with the
melody, to aid the ear in picking it out. The guitar primarily plays fifths in its accompaniment
while the viola uses sixths and thirds, to create a disjunct line.
Throughout Havad bulut yok, the viola plays con sordino. This takes some of the energy
out of the sound, making it more subdued. The muted quality, harmonics, and single lines all
give Havada bulut yok a cold atmospheric feel. It is as if Biberian is using texture and color to
capture the meaning and emotion behind the text of the song. The melody is secondary to the
sentiment.
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Figure 11. Folklore III mm. 136-141.

Figure 12. Folklore III mm. 151-157.
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Folklore III is a glimpse into Biberian’s life and mind. It is based on three folk songs
from his childhood, songs that had stayed with him his whole life from moving from Turkey at
age fifteen to the creation of Folklore III for his fiftieth-birthday concert. In this composition, the
listener gets to experience what Biberian heard growing up and how he has internalized it and
made it his own. Each song becomes gradually more and more Biberian as the piece progresses.
His use of Ocakta kahve pişirir retains much of its original identity, having the same tempo and
lively feel as the original folk song. It becomes a unifying element of the work, the one song that
comes back—though in everything but the melody the last time. The melody of Tasli tarla
ayrikli is also faithfully preserved, but Biberian gives the song a whole new feel, moving it to a
place of calm serenity. In Havada bulut yok, the melody is obscured by being stretched out. This
whole section has a sparse, atmospheric texture that aids in capturing the emotion of the song.
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Chapter 3
Turkish Compositional Elements
Folk song is not the only Turkish musical element Biberian uses in Folklore III. In the
interview I did with him for this project, he mentioned two Turkish characteristics he used in his
writing: unison and grace notes.1 In addition to these elements, this chapter will also explore
tonality, instrumentation, and improvisation.
Unison
In my interview with Biberian, he said this on his use of unison:
The piece begins with a unison, and that is typically Turkish. And when I heard that sound, I
thought “I’m dying!” It was just so lovely and then to hear it played like that…The unison
being a hugely typical characteristic. I mean that’s a major thing. You get everybody playing
the tune. If you have a big ensemble of Turkish musicians sitting down to play, string bowed,
string plucked, everybody’s playing the tune.2
Biberian begins and ends Folklore III with unison, though the ending is only rhythmic unison
and not melodic unison, as the beginning is. Figure 13, below, shows the opening of Folklore III.
As can be seen, the viola and guitar start in octaves and break unison in m. 2. They then resume
their octave unison in m. 4 and continue until m. 6. This is typical of the introduction; the
instruments come in and out of unison. Unison is also an effective introduction to the piece
emphasizing that these two instruments are equal partners. The use of octaves adds body and
depth to the sound, allowing the viola to fit inside the guitar sound, creating a unified new sound.
In the last section of the piece, starting in m. 181, the viola and guitar play rhythmic
unison to the end. As discussed in Chapter 2, this section is related to the Ocakta kahve pişirir

1

Biberian, interview; see Appendix 1.a below.

2

Ibid.
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part of the work. The ending drops the melody and instead focuses on texture and energy. The
rhythmic unison helps with this energy. Figure 14 below shows mm. 187-194.

Figure 13. Folklore III mm. 1-6.

Figure 14. Folklore III mm. 187-191.
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Both instruments have accents together and the same metric groupings. The ending section has
each instrument playing multiple notes, creating a lot of sound. Rhythmic unison keeps the
energy and drive of the section while still allowing for the creation of this wall of sound.
Grace notes
Grace notes also tie into Biberian’s use of unison. He spoke of grace notes in our
interview:
…you will notice that there are grace notes which precede the note, and some which follow
the note. Now that is a very strong characteristic of Turkish performance practice. This is
never written in the music, it’s always something that the musicians do because they know
how. But obviously, everybody does the same thing in the same place, otherwise that
wouldn’t be unison.3
Grace notes are used throughout Folklore III but of particular note is their occurrence in
Tasli tarla ayrikli. In this section, the guitar plays the melody four times in a row. Grace notes
make each repetition different. In each of the first three hearings of the melody, it is ornamented
differently each time. Then the final statement is left unadorned, a contrast with the others by its
lack of grace notes. For an example of grace notes in Tasli tarla ayrikli, see Figure 6 in Chapter
2 above.
Instrumentation
The viola and classical guitar are not traditional Turkish instruments, but they resemble
instruments used in Turkish folk music. When asked what inspired the creation of Folklore III,
Biberian said:
The fact that the viola is very much like a Turkish instrument, a string instrument called the
keman, which in Turkish means violin, and it has got a deep voice like that of the viola. As I
said, I grew up with that sound and I have carried it with me all these years; it’s still with
me.4
3

Biberian, interview; see Appendix 1.a below.

4

Ibid.
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There are several bowed fiddles native to Turkish music, including the kabak kamane or “gourd
fiddle” and the kemence, also called the “Black Sea fiddle.” 5 These have mostly been replaced
by the violin in modern folk music ensembles.6 Keman is simply the Turkish name for the violin.
The sound resembles that of the viola for the rich warmth that keman players put into their tone.7
The guitar also has Turkish cousins. Turkish folk music relies heavily on the lute family.
These can be played with a pick or plectrum, fingertips, or fingernails. They often have
moveable frets and 3-8 courses of strings. The most common are the saz and baglama, names
that refer to members of the long-necked lute family and are used somewhat interchangeably.8
Though not Turkish in origin, the oud, one of the earliest members of the lute family, is also
used.9
Though not traditional Turkish folk instruments, the viola and guitar are members of
instrument families used in Turkish folk music and often appear in modern Turkish folk music
ensembles. The choice of these two instruments also reflects the personal connection Biberian
has to Folklore III. They re-create the sounds of his childhood where he first fell in love with the
folk songs that would make up this piece.
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For an example for Turkish Keman playing, listen to Cihat Aşkın’s performance at UCLA on March 1 st, 2011,
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Tonality
The modes used in Turkish folk music are often region-specific and derived from lute
tunings. The most common tunings use the notes A, D, and G for their courses.10 In Folklore III
the guitar is in drop D tuning, meaning the bottom string is dropped from an E to a D so the
strings, in ascending order, are tuned D-A-D-G-B-E. The first three notes of Folklore III are the
guitar’s three lowest strings, see Figure 13 above. D is an important note in the piece and the
guitar often uses its low D as a pedal throughout the piece. The guitar also has a lot of quartal
figures, often with notes that correspond to open string notes. For example, in Figure 14 above,
the guitar keeps coming back to the low D, and the sixteenth notes use a lot of D and G. The
whole piece ends with Ds and Gs in both parts. Biberian uses the tuning of the guitar to his
advantage and makes it central to his tonal idea of the piece. This adds a lot of resonance to both
parts because of the focus on open-string notes.
Illusion of Improvisation
Improvisational elements and a sense of freedom are hallmarks of Biberian’s style. They
also go back to his Turkish roots. Michael Curtis writes:
Another important ethnic product Biberian brings to his music is the improvisational element
common in Turkish music… The scores don’t call for spontaneous improvisation, but for an
emotional contribution that will give the music the impression of being improvised.11
He also quotes Biberian, who said, “The freedom I use in putting together a piece of music is
addressed to and should touch the freedom in each of us.”12
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The biggest way Biberian uses freedom in his work is the form. This piece is a fantasy of
sorts; it is based on three folk songs, but there is no formulaic way it is put together. It is easy to
imagine that one person, familiar with these songs, could improvise the entire work. This makes
the viola-guitar duo feel like a single entity; they are not two separate instruments, but two parts
of a whole. Chapter 2 provided a basic formal outline. The following is a more detailed outline
and specifically considers the transitions in the piece and the flow of energy.
Introduction
MM. 1-24 Introduction – Prelude-like and rhapsodic ending in an unmetered transition
(dissipation of energy)
Ocakta kahve pişirir
MM. 26-46 – First statement of melody (high energy)
MM. 47- 66 – Second ornamented statement of melody (more friction and intensity)
MM. 67-74 – Measured transition with changing beat groups, viola part for Tasli tarla
ayrikli comes in m. 73, dovetailing with the transition (dissipation of energy)
Tasli tarla ayrikli
MM. 75-100 – Four statements of the melody with alternating pizzicato and arco textures
in the viola (calm and steady)
MM. 101-108 – almost identical to mm. 18-25 of introduction moving into an unmetered
transition (dissipation of energy)
Ocakta kahve pişirir
MM. 109-133 – third statement of melody (highest energy so far)
MM. 134-135 – unmeasured transition for solo viola (dissipation of energy)
Havada bulut yok – Yemen Türküsü
MM. 136-163 – single statement of obscured melody (quiet and unsettled)
MM. 164-169 – Based on introduction material and moves into an unmetered transition
(dissipates energy)
MM. 170-173 – Based on introduction material and moves into an unmetered transition
(building energy)
Ending – Reminiscent of Ocakta kahve pişirir
MM. 174-203 – Ocakta kahve pişirir in everything but melody (the most energy building
to the end)
Transitions are especially interesting and places where an improvisational feel is created.
There is rarely a break in sound, everything flows and dovetails. The first transition happens at
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the end of the introduction in m. 25. This is an unmeasured transition, shown in Figure 15 below.
The viola holds a low D drone, playing sul tasto (over the fingerboard), and the guitar plays an
unmeasured line around it, playing lontano (distant) and ponticello (by the bridge).

Figure 15. Folklore III mm. 24-25.
This transition is an example of dissipating energy while still connecting, in this case bridging
the introduction and Ocakta kahve pişirir. Right after this, Ocakta kahve pişirir starts with a forte
dynamic in both parts. This transition indicates that something new is starting and accentuates
the change of energy in Ocakta kahve pişirir through contrast. The unmeasured nature of the
transition is a way the illusion of improvisation is created. The guitarist is given rhythm, notes,
and expressive directions, but has a lot of freedom in how this is realized. Still, everything is
carefully crafted to work; there is no element of chance, just the illusion of it.
The transition between Ocakta kahve pişirir and Tasli tarla ayrikli also dissipates energy.
Instead of creating a contrast between the two section it joins, it instead creates a seamless
dovetail bridging the more energized Ocakta kahve pişirir to the more calm Tasli tarla ayrikli.
This transition is accomplished mainly by the guitar changing metrical impulse. Ocakta kahve
pişirir is in 5/8 and Tasli tarla ayrikli is in 9/8. The 5/8 section is mostly grouped as 2+3 and the
9/8 section is grouped as 2+3+2+2. The guitar has 6 solo measures, mm. 67-72, two in 5/8 and
four in 9/8, where the beat groupings are constantly changing before arriving in m. 73 at the
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2+3+2+2 grouping used in Tasli tarla ayrikli. The beat groupings in mm. 67-72 are, in order:
2+3, 3+2, 2+2+2+3, 2+2+3+2, 2+3+2+2, and 3+3+3. This disorients the listener, giving a feeling
of settling and relief when the meter steadies. The viola also helps with this dovetail by joining in
m. 73 and starting its accompaniment figure. The ending of this transition, mm. 27-74, can be
seen in Figure 16 below. This is a smooth, well-crafted transition, similar to what an improvising
performer might do to connect two tunes.

Figure 16. Folklore III mm. 72-74.
The third transition in the piece connects Tasli tarla ayrikli back into Ocakta kahve
pişirir by reprising the end of the introduction and using a slightly expanded version of the first
transition, shown in Figure 15 above. This takes place in mm. 101-108 and is almost identical to
mm. 18-25 in the introduction. This allows a transition that worked well to be reused and to
remind the listener of the opening, a return to the familiar. This is also something that an
improvisor might add, a recall of earlier material moving into another repetition of an earlier
song, though this time with heightened energy.
The transition from the second Ocakta kahve pişirir into Havada bulut yok is another
transition that dissipates energy. This transition is accomplished by the viola, seen in Figure 17
below. This is the first transition where the viola is actively moving the ensemble to the next
section. This passage is played forte, but the move from a higher to lower register and from more
motion to less helps create a feeling that that energy is lessening and settling as it moves into
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Havada bulut yok. Much like the first transition, the illusion of improvisation is created by the
lack of meter giving the violist the same freedom the guitarist enjoyed. The perfect fourth at the
end of m. 135 creates a resonant and open sound using the viola’s open G-string and having
sympathetic vibrations from the open D-string. Out of the ring from this perfect fourth, the
harmonics of Havada bulut yok can emerge, giving it an ethereal ghostly quality right when it
begins.

Figure 17. Folklore III mm. 134-135.
The last transition from Havada bulut yok into the ending section of the work, based on
Ocakta kahve pişirir, is the longest and most interesting in terms of energy. In all previous
transitions, one instrument is the only or main voice making the transition. Here both instruments
work together. Like the transition into the second statement of Ocakta kahve pişirir, starting in
m. 109, this final transition is preceded by material derived from the beginning of the piece, seen
in Figure 18 below. Unlike previously, this material is not a direct quotation. The time signature
is the same as the beginning, 6/4, and begins with ascending quarter notes. Unlike the beginning,
the viola and guitar are in rhythmic unison only. This quickly becomes unmeasured in the viola
part and ad libitum in the guitar part, ending in a fermata in m. 169, seen in figure 19 below.
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Figure 18. Folklore III mm. 164-166.

Figure 19. Folklore III mm. 169-170.
On first hearing, mm. 164-169 seem like a short reprise of material from the introduction that
moves into an unmeasured transition, the same thing that happened in mm. 101-108. Instead, the
same idea is repeated again. This time instead of dissipating energy the transition builds the
energy into the final section of the work. It is almost like a giant wave cresting, building up this
energy that crashes and covers everything in the last section of the piece. As can be seen in
Figure 19 above, m. 170 is in 6/4 time with an ascending quarter note figure. This quickly breaks
down. Measure 171 and 172 are both unmetered with the guitar becoming ad libitum at the end
of m. 172, seen in Figure 20 below.
This final transition is an example of how Folklore III creates and breaks expectations.
Ocakta kahve pişirir is a unifying element of the piece because it keeps returning. The second
time it appears, there is a return to material from the introduction of the piece and a use of the
same transition from the introduction into the first instance of Ocakta kahve pişirir.
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Figure 20. Folklore III mm. 172-173.
Measure 164 is not a direct use of introduction material, but it is clearly based on the
introduction. Therefore, one expects that this will transition the same way as the previous two
times into Ocakta kahve pişirir. Everything is set up to create this expectation, it even seems to
start a transition that works in a similar way to the previous ones. Instead of ending up in Ocakta
kahve pişirir after m. 169 the real transition starts in m. 170.
Another interesting element to this final transition is that it resembles the previous
transitions but is not a repeat of material, much as the end of the piece is based on Ocakta kahve
pişirir but lacks a melody. The transition and following section match each other in this aspect.
This transition is also set apart as the only transition that builds rather than dissipating energy.
In looking at all the transitions and sections in Folklore III, it is interesting to note how
energy moves through the piece. This is also an important element of the freedom of the piece.
The ebb and flow of energy is organic creating the impression that the whole piece could have
been improvised around these three tunes. It is also unconventional in that the climax of the
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piece is the ending. The piece takes the listener on a journey keeping them guessing and
propelling them through to its climactic ending.
Turkish musical elements in Folklore III include unison, grace notes, instrumentation,
tonality, and the illusion of improvisation. These are parts of Turkish musical culture as well as
Biberian’s style of writing. These Turkish ideas are mixed into a piece of western art music
creating a mix that reflects the culture of its creator. As Biberian said, “My piece is a celebration
of love, daughters and sons, of dance and life.”13 It is also a glimpse into who Biberian is. His
choices are admittedly personal: from instrumentation, to the songs he chose to use, to the
freedom he uses to weave them together.
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Biberian, “Note.”
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Chapter 4
Performance Considerations
The performance considerations given in this chapter include insights from my personal
interview with Gilbert Biberian and a discussion of how balance and intonation issues of the
ensemble, discussed in Chapter 1, apply to Folklore III. I will also give my own personal
considerations in performing this piece.
Working with a living composer is a unique experience and it brings the relationship
between the composer and performer into the spotlight. It poses the question of just what this
relationship is or should be. Should the performer play exactly what is written on the page as
faithfully as possible down to the exact metronome marking? Is the performer merely presenting
the composer’s work, or bring it to life in their own unique way? Unless composers are
performing their own work, they need performers to bring their writing to life. I believe that each
performer must decide their own duty to the composer.
Biberian believes that score study and analysis are important. The performer must
thoroughly know the score in order to interpret it as correctly as possible.1 Michael Curtis writes:
In masterclasses Biberian points out to students that they miss much of the information the
composer has provided. He maintains that the score is a performer’s link to the composer and
that all the information on a score is relevant to the performance. Thorough study of the score
is thus the way to discover and approach the composer’s intentions. Once the information is
digested, the compositional process continues with the performer’s interpretation. Biberian
quotes his teacher Hans Keller: “Interpretation is the tail end of the process of composition.”2
Biberian embraces the performer and recognizes that they add to the composition and realize it in
ways that cannot be notated.

1
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2
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As Alfonso Aguirre Dergal said in his interview, the viola-guitar duo does not have the
tradition and history of other chamber ensembles. In more established ensembles, “There are
some standards; there’s a collective knowledge that is transmitted to new generations. They
already figured out what really works and it’s been recorded and it’s been taught…”3 To my
knowledge, Folklore III has only been recorded only once, by the Arpeggione Duo, a cello guitar
ensemble, on their album Folklore.4 This lack of performance tradition gives the performer
freedom in interpretation, but also responsibility to explore and figure out the best way to
present the piece. The benefit of playing music by a living composer is the performer can contact
them, and Biberian recommends that they do. This was his biggest piece of advice about
Folklore III, and so I urge any potential performers to reach out to him.5
Biberian’s Thoughts
In my interview with Biberian he gave some advice about playing Folklore III. This is
information not found in the score but that can change a player’s approach to the music. Grace
notes were discussed in the previous chapter as one of the Turkish characteristics of this piece.
Biberian notes that “The grace notes are quick; they don’t take up time… so that you don’t
disturb the metric nor the rhythmic life of the piece.”6 He sang the incorrect and correct way of
playing grace notes for me. The correct way is to play the grace notes quickly as little ornaments
that do not interrupt the larger rhythm and pulse. The incorrect way is to make too much of a
gesture of them, emphasizing the grace notes as of particular interest.
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Grace notes appear thoughout Folklore III but are particularly tricky in the unison
sections at the beginning of the piece. As noted in Chapter 3, Biberian talks about how Turkish
musicians add grace notes saying:
This is never written in the music, it’s always something that the musicians do because they
know how. But obviously, everybody does the same thing in the same place, otherwise that
wouldn’t be unison.7
For those not accustomed to performing Turkish music, it is important to discuss the grace notes
and unify the duos approach. Unison grace notes must be unison and so must be felt identically
by the two players. Singing together is a useful tool to make sure both players realize the grace
notes the same way. There are also spots in the introduction section where the viola and guitar
are not in unison, but both have grace notes which precede a beat. An example of this can be
seen in Figure 21 below.

Figure 21. Folklore III mm. 4-6.
This small section starts unison and must be played exactly together. The parts split in m. 6, the
viola has three grace notes before the downbeat and the guitar has four. These still have to be
choreographed so that both players arrive on the downbeat together. This is a general rule

7
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through the work, even when only one part has grace notes, keeping the larger rhythm steady is
of the utmost importance.
Another consideration is the players approach to the Ocakta kahve pişirir sections.
Biberian refers to this as the “dancy bit” and says it should be “rhythmic but not stiff.”8 The
difficulty of this section is the irregular meter. Both players need to be comfortable in 5/8 to
relax and create a groove. To aid in internalizing the meter and feel, it can be helpful to listen to
recordings. Many Turkish folk dances use an asymmetrical or asak meter, with 5/8 being the
most common.9 There is also a good recording of Ocakta kahve pişirir by Orhan Eraslan on his
album Hemser. This is available for purchase through Amazon and Apple Music and is streamed
on these services and Spotify.10
Biberian also mentions that the accents in Folklore III should be “well felt.”11 This
pertains mostly to the Ocakta kahve pişirir sections. Bringing the accents out can help create a
groove and larger phrases, helping avoid getting trapped in a rigid 5/8. It can also be helpful to
put the two parts together slowly, really getting to know how they interlock and interact.
Biberian also gives more open-ended advice. He talks about how the violist should
experiment with sul ponticello, which is not marked in the piece.
Turkish string players create an incredible sound by playing on the bridge…There are times
when Richard Crabtree and I decided that passages would benefit from being played on the
bridge. The effect is just absolutely stunning. So you try it, okay?12
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Biberian did not give any specific places for where ponticello might work but several spots seem
to stand out as possibilities. The first is during the arco sections of Tasli tarla ayrikli, mm. 84-87
and mm. 97-100. This would give the pianissimo eighth notes in the viola a more ethereal quality
while still creating a sound that keeps them out of the way of the guitar’s melody. The other
places to explore are both in Havada bulut yok. The first is the harmonics in mm. 137-148.
Playing ponticello here reduces the purity of the harmonics giving them a little grit. This could
help musically reflect the grief expressed in Havada bulut yok, taking this pure sound and
sullying it. The second spot is the leaping sixths in mm. 151-163. This line is already quite
disjunct and the ponticello quality could add a cold color to the line. As mentioned previously,
these spots are my personal suggestions of places the violist could explore using sul ponticello.
Biberian also talked about musical expression. He said:
The expression is always one of deep emotional vibration. And the music is always sad.
Turkish music is sad, and this is a feature to me obviously to be observed in the way you play
the notes rather than in your face. You don’t show that. But you play it in such a way that,
the way you inflect music, I’m sure you know, the way you inflect music or a phrase will tell
you that it is deeply felt or trivial or light hearted.13
This an interesting idea to consider. In his program notes, Biberian says, “My piece is a
celebration of love, daughters and sons, of dance and life.”14 Havada bulut yok is a song of great
sadness, but the other two folk songs are seemingly quite happy. Biberian even laughed as he
told me Turkish music was always sad. He seems to be expressing contradictory ideas. This
speaks to the complexity of his music. These three folk songs came from his childhood; he put
Folklore III together with great love. This piece was created with deep emotional vibration. It
invites the performer to consider if it is possible to inflect the music in such a way that it can at
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times have both great joy and underlying sadness. This is an element of the composition that
cannot be put into the score, it is up to the performer’s interpretation. Perhaps this is one of the
reasons Biberian invites the artist to co-create with him, to finish the compositional process.
Of all the advice Biberian gave, what really wraps everything up is this:
Use your native musical abilities and sing the piece. Make it sing, even when it is disjunct.
This is what I always say to my students and colleagues: even when it is disjunct, sing it
because everything depends on the breath. For you, the breath determines where you take the
bow off the string.15
The whole work is based on folk songs and so the melodies the two instruments play are meant
to be sung. This is a way for one to explore musical inflection and emotion personally before
transferring that to their instrument. Breath is a way to give life to the music.
Balance
Balance in Folklore III is mostly a nonissue. I attribute this to Biberian’s knowledge of
both instruments and his careful writing. That being said, there are a couple places where the
violist in particular can be aware and give the guitarist space to create their line. The first is the
pizzicato part of Tasli tarla ayrikli, mm. 73-83 and mm. 88-96. The guitar is marked mezzo forte
and the viola is piano and con sordino. Even with all this, it can add an interesting color for the
violist to play drier pizzicato closer to the bridge. This gives the viola’s part a more percussive
quality and gives the guitar a lot of room to shape and sing, letting it be the more resonate and
sustaining voice.
The second place to be careful of balance is when the guitar has harmonics in Havada
bulut yok. The artificial harmonics in particular can be difficult for the guitarist to bring out and
have clearly ring. Both players need to be sensitive here. The guitarist has the melody and should
bring it out as much as possible. The violist should also give the guitarist space by creating a
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quieter color and singing their disjunct line so it does not pop out of the texture. These are simply
places to be aware of and possible solutions to balance if needed. These suggestions can also be
explored for the different colors they add to the sound.
Intonation
Intonation is also not a huge issue in Folklore III. There are not a lot of traditional tertian
harmonies to worry about out of tune thirds and such. However, there is unison. The unison in
the beginning is tricky because of the guitar’s fixed intonation. The violist must be prepared to
adjust and know where the guitar places notes in order to anticipate where they should place
theirs. This is helped by having the guitar an octave lower instead of playing in perfect unison.
This gives the violist a strong foundation to fit their top octave into. They should feel like they
can go right into the guitar tone and create that special new sound that is unique to the
combination of viola and guitar that Alfonso Aguirre Dergal spoke of.16 Working to create this
unique sound mix can help alleviate intonation problems while also helping both players focus
more on being exactly together. Besides the unison areas, other intonation issues can be solved
by being aware of what the other instrument is playing and how the parts fit together; standard
practice for any chamber ensemble.
Personal Experience
There are two elements I considered in working on Folklore III not already addressed.
The first is the tempo of the beginning. Biberian seemingly gives contradictory tempo markings,
labeling this section lento but with a metronome marking of quarter note equals 92. This
metronome marking seems fast for lento. I explored if maybe quarter note was a mistake and it
should be half note equals 92, but that seemed much too slow. I felt it sat best around quarter
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note equals 60 and so practiced that for a while. When I interviewed Biberian, I asked him if
quarter note equals 92 was correct for the beginning and he confirmed it was.17 I then had to
rethink the tempo.
One thing that helped give a faster tempo was quickening the grace notes and making
them less gestural as Biberian prescribed, discussed above. I still felt that the opening required
more time to create the resonant spacious opening I wanted and his marked tempo was still too
fast. I compromised by meeting in the middle and now play the introduction between 70 and 80
depending on the performance.
The introduction is an example of a place where I, as a performer, had to explore and be
open to change in order to realize Biberian’s intentions as faithfully as possible while still
creating something I thought would speak to our audience the best. One of the challenges of new
music is how to best communicate it to an audience on first hearing. I did this by compromising,
considering what Biberian envisioned and exploring how to incorporate it with what I felt the
music asked for. It was interesting to work on Folklore III and then interview Biberian. I was
able to compare my musical instincts with what he envisioned. I found my experience with the
music greatly enhanced by talking to the composer.
The other element I considered was how similar the viola’s harmonics should be to the
guitars in Havada bulut yok. As two stringed instruments, the viola and guitar have the potential
to make similar sounds. One of the considerations I take in playing in this duo is when the
instruments should imitate each other and when they should embrace different colors. My
approach to these harmonics has changes throughout working on the piece over several
performances. I first tried to imitate the guitar with attack and decay. If my bow ran out, I would
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wait until the next attack. This worked well and is a valid way to approach these harmonics. I
found though that it was more interesting to think of the harmonics like they were created by a
singing bowl or whistling wind. I could be free to shape and change where the notes grow and
decay. This is an equally valid way to approach the harmonics and my personal preference at the
time of writing.
To conclude, one of the ways I judge a great book is if it speaks to me in different ways
on multiple readings. I find this is also true in music. My favorite thing about making Folklore
III a standard part of my ensemble’s repertoire and performing for over a year at this point is that
I find something new and interesting each time I return to it. This music is rich and invites the
performer to explore and interpret. It is a great example of how to write for the viola-guitar duo
in a way that fully takes advantage of both instruments’ capabilities, making them truly equal
partners.
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Appendix 1
Interview Transcripts
1.a Gilbert Biberian Interview
Skype, February 7, 2018
What first drew you to Turkish music?
I was born in Turkey. It’s my heritage; it’s the language with which I grew up.
What inspired the creation of Folklore III?
The fact that the viola is very much like a Turkish instrument - a string instrument called the
keman, which in Turkish means violin - and it has got a deep voice like that of the viola. As I
said, I grew up with that sound and I have carried it with me all these years; it’s still with me.
When you were writing, what drew you to the combination of viola and guitar?
Because, as I said, I love the viola, and because I’m a guitarist myself.
Were there any special considerations you took in writing for these two instruments
together?
Yes, and I’ll tell you they’re all positives. Whereas writing for violin and guitar causes a problem
of balance for the guitar, with the viola it doesn’t. The two instruments, as I know you must have
found out already, are extremely compatible. The lower pitch of the viola sits well with the
register of guitar, which is velvety, but they don’t cancel each other out, this is the thing. They
are velvety, or they are both capable of velvet textures, but they don’t cancel each other out,
which is fantastic.
Where did you first come across the folksongs that you featured in Folklore III?
In Turkey, when I was growing up.
And you heard these all growing up?
Yes.
How did you choose which three to put together?
They were purely subjective, emotional... It’s a love thing you know. They’re tunes that I love.
And so that is the theme that connects them?
Love always is.
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Are there any other Turkish elements in the composition I should be aware of?
Yes, there are. Especially the practices of Turkish musicians. For example, Turkish music
doesn’t have harmony. It has texture and color, but not harmony. So then occasionally you get a
chord of, you know, C major, or at least a major chord but that’s it, occasionally. The piece
begins with a unison, and that is typically Turkish. And when I heard that sound, I thought “I’m
dying!” It was just so lovely and then to hear it played like that. Have you and your husband
played the opening?
We have, yes.
And don’t you think it’s to die for?
I love it, yes. And I did have a question about it, actually. You marked it lento but you put
quarter note equals 92. Is that correct? We were thinking it was a little too fast.
What, what hold on, is there a mistake there? I think quarter note is 92.
I can’t remember now, is it? It’s so easy to make mistakes. I’m looking at pieces of mine that
were published 30, 40 years ago and I’m still finding errors. Hold on I want to check it.
92, yeah? Don’t tell me all of the batteries have gone.. (with metronome) Both my metronomes
are down. Okay, this is 100…[indicates tempo with hand] Am I right? Have you got a
metronome there?
That is 100, yes.
I don’t make mistakes! Okay so take it down a couple of notches, right? And that should be the
quarter note. Anyway, I’m pretty sure of that so take 92 as the quarter note.
Are there any other Turkish elements besides the unison?
The unison being a hugely typical characteristic. I mean that’s a major thing. You get everybody
playing the tune. If you have a big ensemble of Turkish musicians sitting down to play, string
bowed, string plucked, everybody’s playing the tune. I’ve written a concerto for guitar and there
is a moment where the whole orchestra is playing in unison and I say “Yes!”, and that’s my
Turkish coming out.
There are many, many things yes. The grace notes, for example, you will notice that there are
grace notes which precede the note, and some which follow the note. Now that is a very strong
characteristic of Turkish performance practice. This is never written in the music, it’s always
something that the musicians do because they know how. But obviously, everybody does the
same thing in the same place, otherwise that wouldn’t be unison. So that’s one thing, the unison,
the grace notes.
The expression. The expression is always one of deep emotional vibration. And the music is
always sad. Turkish music is sad, and this is a feature to me obviously to be observed in the way
you play the notes rather than in your face. You don’t show that. But you play it in such a way
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that, the way you inflect music, I’m sure you know, the way you inflect music or a phrase will
tell you that it is deeply felt or trivial or light hearted. So that is another important thing.
It’s very important to make sure that the accents are really well felt. The grace notes are quick;
they don’t take up time. [sings right and wrong way] We don’t have that, ok? That’s more like an
Italian portamento. We don’t do that, we do [sings] so that you don’t disturb the metric nor the
rhythmic life of the piece.
Do you have any advice for a performer approaching Folklore III?
Well certainly contact the composer, because what an amazing resource this is. Elizabeth,
imagine we could do this with Bach. Imagine! You know, Heinrich Biber, you play his music
don’t you? Imagine you could pick up the phone and say, “Herr Heinrich, I’d like to ask you a
question!”
Just what advice would you give to players about approaching the viola guitar duo?
Rehearse so you can hear each other, perform so everyone else can hear you, in other words both
of you face outwards. Don’t face each other, face outwards. Obviously, at first, you’ve got to
rehearse so that you’re facing each other, then rehearse facing outwards so you can get dynamic
changes, you know, physical dynamic as well as emotional dynamic. But you’ve got to get used
to facing out, because if you don’t do that and you leave that till the last moment, you’ll have a
problem. Rehearse so you can hear each other, learn the piece, then face outwards so you don’t
have any problems. Solve all the problems of balance facing each other, then face out. That’s
probably the most important. And presumably you love the piece, you love each other, in your
case this is taken for granted, and play it with passion. Play everything with passion, there’s no
time to play it any other way.
Okay? Is there anything else you want to ask me?
I don’t have any other questions written down. I can’t think of anything. Is there anything
else I should know?
No, that’s it. Use your native musical abilities and sing the piece. Make it sing, even when it is
disjunct. This is what I always say to my students and colleagues: even when it is disjunct, sing it
because everything depends on the breath. For you, the breath determines where you take the
bow off the string.
Also, oh yes, I will tell you there’s one thing else. Turkish string players create an incredible
sound by playing on the bridge. Now I can’t remember if I put it on the score or not, sul
ponticello.
No, I do not think so. You have sul tasto written.
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I have written sul tasto. There are times when Richard Crabtree and I decided that passages
would benefit from being played on the bridge. The effect is just absolutely stunning. So you try
it, okay?
I will!
When you get the dancy bit1, very, very rhythmic. But not stiff! Rhythmic but not stiff, you
understand what I mean don’t you? Lively, full of life. Remember it’s a dance and the Turks love
to dance! See if you can find things on Youtube.

1

Ocakta Kavhe Pisirir
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1.b Carlos Boltes Interview2
Phone, February 13, 2018
How do you approach playing with guitar? Are there any special considerations you take
in playing with this ensemble?
The first thing is like any chamber group, to know very well the guitar part. The harmony, the
notes that we play together, and how they interact, if I’m playing unison, if I’m playing certain
notes that are within the chord of the guitar. The difference with this ensemble than with piano is
the intonation. Even if you tune the guitar in one key, you do a different chord and the intonation
changes. With the years of playing together and intonation being a big issue, I learned every
single note of the guitar. I play guitar too, I know the notes of the guitar pretty much and
sometimes even if I’m writing my notes the guitar is doing fifth position the same note and I
have to change the pitch. Sometimes I have to change the pitch of the same note many times in a
phrase because of the positions that the guitar plays or the intonation of the key too. Every key is
different in the guitar. I don’t know if you have the same problems… Because in string quartet
everybody adjusts everybody adapts. I used to play in a string quartet and the viola usually was
in between the harmony, now when you are the melody and you have an accompaniment, many
notes are together and that is a big thing I have to know and adjust as quickly as possible. That is
one thing… In terms of balance, I play strongly. In school I studied with Larry Dutton and Atar
Arad. I’m a big guy too and I have a huge viola, 18 inches. If I really dig in into the viola, the
guitar gets totally lost. I have to play differently than I play solo and I play chamber music with
other ensembles, playing with guitar is another planet in terms of balance. That is a big
consideration… We have premiered over 40 pieces for guitar and viola. Every piece has different
stuff, I can tell you.
What are some of the advantages to this ensemble?
We can play anywhere. I mean, if you play with a pianist, you need a piano, and that is really
hard to find. Also it is very nice, the sound when we finally find our sound because they are two
middle ranged instruments and that is very mild, very nice; it’s a very beautiful result as a group.
In the Alutras Duo, I play charango too, I don’t know if you’re aware. We have a different planet
there, totally different from just viola and guitar. Our ensemble is different in that sense. We play
other kinds of repertoires and also commission pieces for charango-guitar. But another thing is
we collaborate with flutists, with singers, with pianist and it has opened a lot of possibilities, a lot
of new avenues to perform and to do new things.
What advice would you give to a violist preparing to play with guitar?
Pray. (Laughs) First of all, I will say the same problems that any ensemble has, to know so well
the guitar part and hopefully understand how the guitar works. For me, I am lucky because my
first instrument was guitar and I know exactly when you play a position in the guitar and how
hard to press and which note will go sharper than normal. I know the mechanics of the
instrument very well. You need to know every guitarist and every guitar is different. You know
2
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every guitarist has a particular sound and particular intonation issues. It’s a very, very difficult
ensemble. That is why many ensembles of flute guitar, violin guitar, are infamously difficult to
play together with no great success because of one these points. It is very, very hard, to play a
melodic instrument with a guitar. I don’t know how it is with two guitars together. With
charango and guitar, it is out of tune with nothing to do. In viola, it’s one of the big issues. I will
recommend to, first of all, know very well the notes of the guitar and try to understand the
mechanism of the guitar. If it’s contemporary music that is written for you, you can negotiate
with the composer and the guitarist. For instance, if you are playing the melody, the viola is
playing a third of the chord, try to not play that third in the guitar and then you will have more
harmonics, more ringing tones, between the two instruments. You start to negotiate harmony and
passing notes and things with the composer. For instance, some composer wrote in F# major for
the ensemble and this is ridiculous. It’s a key that the guitar has to close bars all the time and the
A# is going to be always a problem. Just change the key or how the guitar approaches the part …
if it’s not working the intonation or balance.
What advice would you give to a guitarist about playing with viola?
To know exactly what notes the viola is playing and how they interact with your guitar. I would
say that if he knows your notes and he knows within the guitar, you don’t pluck with the same
volume or same touch all the strings at the same time. What we discovered is that if the middle
finger is plucking the third of the chord, that middle finger has to pluck really softly compared to
the others. In other words, you are balancing your chord, the sound of your chord. It’s like when
you have a quartet of clarinets. The guy that is playing the third is the softest, the low octave is
the loudest, the high pitch is among the softest, and the fifth is in the middle for volume. I don’t
know if it’s a new technique or a new approach to play chamber music with the guitar, with your
four fingers that you’re plucking, you have to have different volumes. And that is really hard
because you have to know very well the harmony and very well the melody. Everything sounds
awesome when I’m telling you, but it’s so hard. We’ve been playing together for 18 years and
it’s a balance since the beginning when we started to play concerts and record and everything. I
used to be a kind of well in tune violist, I mean not so terrible I think in a string quartet and what
is happening? We start to balance chords, we start to know better the parts, eliminate notes that
bother, simplify, look for more harmonics. It was a huge process and we are still dealing with
that, still it’s difficult.
Do you have any other comments on the ensemble?
Usually the problem with the guitar ensemble when you are not a guitarist and you are a
composer, it’s really hard to write for the guitar. Really hard because the guitar is a very
interesting instrument. The other part is you are a guitar composer and you write for the guitar
very well, and really bad for the viola. I have piece that literally I was playing in the tenth
position of the viola most of the time and I thought “What is this?” and then I returned the piece.
It’s hard to find good music written for the ensemble, so the ensemble has to provide the
composer with all the possible tools to have a nice piece, to make sense because some pieces the
guitar part is awesome but the viola, forget it, impossible. And then you have string players write
for viola and the viola part is very nice, very melodic, and the guitar is terrible. My advice for the
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ensemble is total collaboration with the composer in every sense. Harmonically, melodically,
balance, that’s it.
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1.c Alfonso Aguirre Dergal Interview3
Skype, March 1, 2018
How do you approach playing with viola? Are there any special considerations you take in
playing in this ensemble?
I honestly think there are considerations to take when you just play with a different person. I
have not played with enough different people and instruments to tell you specifically what is just
the instrument’s characteristics and what might be playing with a different person. I have played
with Noelia much more than with any other person and any other instrument, we have a stable
duo. I have played with violin, with piano, cello, harp, flute, and another I don’t remember now,
but specific considerations with the viola, I think the fact that the two instruments have a very
similar register, the viola covers all the guitar register basically, I think that makes it tricky. It’s
really cool, it just takes a practice of that. It is also tricky because they overlap and sometimes
the sound can get blurred and sometimes you don’t want that. Sometimes it is the kind of effect
that you look for and I think composers writing specifically for the viola-guitar duo, sometimes
they take that fact for atmosphere. When you don’t want that to happen... For instance, with
arrangements we’ve made, we want to differentiate the instruments. Sometimes it’s difficult and
so many times I find myself searching for different colors for the guitar that make the guitar
clearer that I wouldn’t look for with other instruments or solo. Sometimes I find that it is more
productive to look for different colors for the instruments rather than just trying to play louder.
That’s one of the things I can think of, just knowing the register. Also, the viola is loud and
louder than the guitar but for some reason, I’ve gotten so used to it that now I feel like it is very
natural. I think in the beginning I used to struggle a lot thinking that the guitar doesn’t sound, but
for some reason, that stopped happening. For some reason I think we have found the balance. I
don’t know exactly how that happened, I mean I can tell you some things like changing timbres.
I know she’s also much more aware of what is going on and we try to create definition like if it is
a duo texture, we try to create a united unique sound… like if you mix two different liquids
together for instance you get a new different color, so we try to get that new different color. It’s
not like I want my viola to sound like this or the guitar to sound like this, but we want the
combination of instruments to be one new quality. I think with the years of playing and
rehearsing and discussing, we have a long way to go, but I think there are many things that we
have found that we don’t have to discuss anymore, they just like kind of happen. We look for
that.
It’s different than playing solo, it’s very different, but it’s not only different. Often times I try to
play louder. [When] I come across piano, many times I go a lot more to the bright colors of the
guitar. If I want to distinguish some motive, many times I try to make it brighter than I would if I
were solo, playing more to sul ponticello. I try to do that very often just to try to bring the
melody from the guitar, to stab it out if I need to do that, to bring whatever is going on with the

3
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guitar and then it’s clear, it doesn’t get hidden. Sometimes I want the opposite, so I explore the
timbres very often and different with the viola that I can show.
The most obvious thing for me is a different mindset, but I don’t know if that’s something you
want me to talk about. I think what changes the most is my focus and the fact that it’s a little bit
more widened when I’m playing with her than when I play solo. I’m more aware of other things
and I am more in a closed loop according to what is happening, I am modifying all the time my
things. While as solo, everything is a lot more rehearsed and more under control so when I play
with her may things can go differently in rehearsals or in concerts. That adds to the quality of the
music, to the experience. It’s different to be something that is more a social thing than a
monologue.
What are some of the advantages to the ensemble or what do you like about it?
Compared to any other settings, I cannot be very objective because I have played so much more
with viola, but I’ll tell you something. At some point, Noelia picked up the violin and we began
playing also guitar and violin and we played, I think it was a period of one or two years, we
played only violin. We played concerts with violin and guitar. I think we learned a lot from that
experience. At that point I felt that it was easier playing with violin, but I don’t feel that
anymore. We went back to the viola. We have made very different combinations with different
guitars and different violas and that has been very interesting. Also [playing the] same repertoire
with either violin or either viola for her, even more interesting because she has played some
repertoire with guitar and the same repertoire with piano. Like de Falla songs, she has played that
with violin, with viola, piano, guitar and she probably has even more interesting insights. 4 I
thought it was very interesting because there was a point when I thought that violin and guitar
worked better for us, but I don’t feel that any longer and not at all, actually. We figured out a
way to play, to communicate and to melt the sounds, where I feel that the combination of violaguitar is very special. For some reason, it was difficult in the beginning, but I can’t explain how
that happened, how it became little by little more natural.
Now I feel like it’s really natural. I feel like I found that it’s so familiar to me, you know like we
begin to phrase more. It’s like when you begin to feel like whatever you do depends also on the
weight the gravity of the other person. It’s not like you are following someone’s hands but you
are just holding someone’s hands and dancing with someone and things begin to happen just as
one unit. I don’t know how to explain it with words; it’s an experience. That didn’t happen a lot
in the beginning, it happened with a lot of practice and concerts and now I feel it very natural to
play with a viola….We also found a lot of ways to solve problems we had in the beginning and
now they’re solved. We don’t discuss them anymore; we don’t have to talk about it.
Advantages… I mean practically speaking there are a lot of possibilities. The large register of the
viola is really cool. It’s not as low as the cello and as heavy [as] the sound of the cello, which I
found it was difficult to play with cello because of that, the very, very deep sound. It’s also not as
light and as high as the violin, so the viola can cover a lot of low register too and have the guitar
be the protagonist in many ways. It can support it in many ways because it also has a lot of
4
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possibilities in that range of accompanying the guitar, not always high like flute or violin. The
viola can be lower than the guitar, so the possibilities are really, really cool. We began to
understand that, especially two things. We have been very lucky to have works originally written
for duo. Some of them are really good works by really good composers I believe. I don’t know
how many there are now, but there are some pieces, big pieces, like three or six movement
pieces, that you see how good composers solve problems, or not solve problems, but how they
realize the combination of these two instruments and how they take advantage of their qualities
and that gives us many ideas. Also working with the composers. Even more than that probably,
making arrangements has been probably one of the most enriching experiences for us. Noelia
mentioned some, I think she missed quite a bit. I think she was remembering some of the more
recent.
We have spent many, many hours making arrangements, some of which are hard to play and
others we have played. We do the arrangements usually together. We discuss and we do things
with instruments. She has Sibelius and she does the sheet music of everything in the computer.
We have our instruments out and we explore and it depends on what it is, sometimes we make
from an orchestra score or a piano score. Sometimes we don’t have traditional music and
sometimes we just arrange from audio, Youtube or whatever, and by ear, and so we decide what
textures we can do and who’s going to have the main voice, here or there. We try to do a
balance, not, as she was saying, like a guitar accompanying a viola, but like as much as we can to
take advantage of the duo in many ways, using effects, different registers, different ways of
combinations and so we have learned a lot about the possibilities that the two instruments have
doing that. Combinations for instance, when it works really well to use pizzicatos during
accompaniments, or she was mentioning the guitar accompanying the viola in a higher register
gives some different effects than if it is in the lower register, or if I do the third of the sixth or if
she does it, or if we have more or less…
For example, if you think of a string quartet, the tradition is so big that somethings are already
imprinted in that tradition. You’re a violist, right? So you guys learn a lot from the historical
recordings, like if you have string quartets, you can probably listen to a thousand different
recordings. There are some standards; there’s a collective knowledge that is transmitted to new
generations. They already figured out what really works and it’s been recorded and it’s been
taught, so it makes it easier I guess to know what to look for, but probably also it doesn’t
[obligate] you to explore where you say, “Okay, this doesn’t really work, how do I make it
work?” I think Noelia and I have gone though that, that exploration where we don’t know how to
make something work, we just know it doesn’t work, it’s not high standards, we are not satisfied
with the result, and so we explore and we make a lot of changes. The arrangements have made a
lot of opportunities for that exploration. Usually the arrangements we make, it usually takes us
hours and many weeks and longer to get with the last version. The last version, I mean the
version we begin playing in concerts. We’ve done a lot of exploration, a lot of traditional music
and folk music from Latin America or from Europe, different type of characteristics that has
given us the opportunity to explore a lot of with the ensemble. I notice now that when we play
the more standard tunes, I mean there are almost no standard tunes, but usually with viola and
guitar or violin and guitar, there are some pieces that are always there. Like most duos have
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played, I’ve mentioned some like the Piazzolla tango or de Falla songs or the Guiliani for flute
and guitar, they are transcribed very often, and what I find that when we did that again we had a
very different, more mature, but a very different perspective of what we could do to solve those
things, rather than making it the very standard way where I accompany and she plays the
harmonic texture and she will sing over that.5 That has changed a lot, now we look at it more for
a different type of quality.
What advice would you give to a violist looking to play with guitar?
My advice would be maybe not to a violist, but to many, the viola the violin the cello, most of
the instruments that are taught in music schools, especially the string players and piano have a
very heavy tradition, very strong, very powerful, but also very heavy on their shoulders how
things are to be done. Sometimes I find that it is difficult for some musicians, and it happens
often with string players, to think out of the box, because the tradition is so strong and the
pedagogy is to respect the tradition, also by the experience of performers and by classical
musicology. In the beginning I found it was difficult to think differently and create something
new because the mindset was kind of like the quartet kind of thinking. For example, I know
Noelia has made a lot of changes, like she was mentioning the sound, she would try to play
differently with the quartet, or the piano, or the orchestra and with me she shared her other
qualities and I think she has probably gotten a lot of enrichment from that exploration now from
playing. Now when she plays solo, I find that it is more colorful, I would even say more refined.
Be open to exploring. For example, tuning is a big deal because for guitar it’s tricky: it’s not
fixed, it’s not tempered but it’s also not moveable, so it’s never perfect as the tempered standard.
On the other hand, string players can adjust, but it’s different adjusting to piano or adjusting to
string quartet than adjusting to guitar. I think it’s good to talk about it with the guitar, to talk
about it and see what the guitarist can do to help, because there are things we can do to help, but
what the violist too can…. I’ll give you an example, if you have homophony, we very often have
a texture where the viola or the guitar is singing and the guitar has part of that melody is on an
octave or on a unison, or even another interval, but it’s a homophonic texture. It sounds really
out of tune if the viola doesn’t adjust to the guitar. If you hear the guitar by itself, it won’t sound
out of tune, and if you hear what the viola is doing, it probably also won’t sound out of tune,
because maybe the leading tone will be closer to the tonic or something like that, but the guitar
cannot do that because we have the frets and so that sounds really out of tune. On the other hand,
it can be the case that the guitar is doing something with the texture that is compatible with doing
that kind of expressive tuning. That took many, many years, to realize that we have to be flexible
and open to that because sometimes we would be like “you are out of tune” or “your guitar is not
in tune,” and it was really neither and both at the same time. We’re playing different roles, like
the guitar was out of tune and she is not adjusting because she’s doing what she practiced solo.
That can be discouraging in the beginning, because if the ensemble is not in tune and the
musician is strong enough to realize that it is not in tune, it’s very discouraging and you don’t
know how to fix it. With time, I think we have found the strategies that we don’t even talk about
5
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it anymore. It’s more instinctive to her to adjust and I pay a lot of attention to if the guitar is in
tune or we talk about it.
My advice then would be to keep an open mind. Playing with guitar, for a string instrument that
has never played with guitar, is like going to school in a different country. You need to learn a
whole new different set of rules. I say that because you know I went to the US to study and
everything is different than what you are used to back home. If you try to push the way you are,
you are probably going to fail, but if you see what you can modify, not only are you going to
succeed, you will get more advantage out of it. I think just having an open mind and saying okay
playing with guitar is just a different opportunity, it’s not better or worse, just different and let’s
explore these possibilities. Honestly when Noelia and I began to play 10 years ago, we thought
there was no one else playing guitar and viola. We now know there were other people, even
people who were already doing professional work. We thought because YouTube had only been
out a few years and because there were no videos on YouTube with viola and guitar and there
were not recordings we could find at the time, we found nothing. Now there are quite a bit of
duos and some really interesting repertoire out there. Some of it we’ve even participated in
having commissioned. The scene has changed so much in 10 years, it’s incredible.
Do you have any advice for a guitarist about playing with viola?
Specific advice I probably would have in a context, I could share a lot of things about my
experience, but like a specific advice, just generalized, I find it difficult. Whenever two people
get together playing, it is going to be different. We did, it doesn’t have to work for everyone, but
Noelia was mentioning that we played with her standing and then we played with the viola on
the right and the viola on the left. That moving was very interesting, exploring different options
has been very useful for the ensemble. In my case, just doing chamber music is also a big deal
because the guitar tradition, especially in the twentieth century, is very centered in the solo
repertoire. Now it’s getting a little bit more open, but it’s still very centered in the solo repertoire,
and it’s such a different experience, an enriching experience. You see it after years of playing,
you don’t see it like I had my chamber music experiences in school, but I didn’t experience it
because we didn’t have enough experience to adapt to the new system. The advice is to do
chamber music because the guitar tradition is not so used to it, although it is changing a lot now.
It is very interesting, it is not related to the question you are asking me, but it’s related to a
former question you asked. It’s very interesting to compare, to see for example, we played with
two different violas, a violin, and with three different guitars. We have played for long periods
with different combination of all these instruments, so it is interesting for example that I didn’t
like her loud viola, but I liked the one that was not as loud and had this old instrument sound. I
changed with the years. Also with the guitar, at some point, what I was looking for was a loud
guitar and the opportunity of playing with different guitars and with other instruments is very
interesting because sometimes it is not the loudness of the instrument that makes it much better,
but the quality of the instrument, the timbre that matches. Now, I have two guitars and one is like
twice as loud as the other one, but I play with the one that is not as loud. With the viola, it
projects better, the way it matches and melts with the viola sound projects better at least from our
subjective opinion. It’s interesting that the guitar that sound louder, doesn’t really sound louder
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with the viola, it gets hidden in the mixture of sounds. I think it’s just a piece of information that
is interesting to consider. It’s not only the loudness, there are many other factors. The way each
one plays makes a whole difference.
Do you play on a different guitar when you play solo than with the duo?
Not now, now I play on the same guitar. The idea was that the louder guitar was going to be for
the duo, and it happened that it didn’t work. I will say that I used to play nylon strings and now
I’m using carbon strings and I do find quite a bit of difference with the carbon with the viola
because they sustain longer and in chamber music we do need to sustain. Carbon just happens to
sustain longer than nylon.
Do you have any other comments on the ensemble?
Just encouraging, especially students, I think that one of the reasons that there are some
ensembles that have this really big tradition, for example, we were talking about the string
quartet or the string trio, even just piano and violin or piano and cello. There are very standard
ensembles and I think what has made them have such a big tradition has many factors and one of
them is just people interested in joining these instruments and the repertoire that was created for
those. I think with the time I have experience playing with the viola, I think the ensemble has
huge potential. It is something we are constructing. It doesn’t have the tradition and it doesn’t
have the repertoire yet, so I think it’s really cool to feel that you are doing something worth
doing, that you are helping build that tradition, by commissioning new works, or transcribing
works for the instrument, or composing new works. It’s going to be part of the tradition that I
believe will be growing very much because the characteristics of the 21st century require
innovation and two instruments that can be transported very easily. Also, the level of guitar
playing has improved so much in the past decade, so much it’s incomparable, but the number of
fine guitar players now is many, many more than it was twenty years ago. These people need
spaces to develop professionally, but also they need a new kind of reality for other instruments to
play with. I think thirty years ago it was very hard to find a good guitarist to play with so it was
probably very frustrating for a string player, but I think more and more that is changing. The
level of guitar playing is getting there and you have many more guitar players that are just as
good as any good pianist. I think it is an opportunity for string players and any other instrument
that wants to play with guitar, and obviously, it is an opportunity for the guitarist. It’s cool.
We’re building the tradition that might bring some happiness to some people hopefully.
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1.d Nicholas Goluses Interview6
Skype, February 15, 2018
Have you ever played Folklore III by Gilbert Biberian?
I love that piece, I remember looking at it with John Graham when he used to teach at Eastman
cause he really loved the piece and we read it a bunch of times, but we never…we might have
played it once but it would have been a long time ago. I don’t remember a concert per say, but I
remember playing it. I love the piece.
How do you approach playing with viola? Are there any special considerations you take in
playing in this ensemble?
Well, I’ve played with a lot of strings before. I’ve played with violin a lot, I’ve played with cello
a lot, I’ve played with various combinations involving particularly those instruments, string trios
and the like. Viola and guitar is a dream. We’re both able to play the way we like, to play
without having to force. The viola can just relax and so can the guitar. We both kind of have the
same sort of sound issues which is really nice. We’re kind of in the same territory in terms of
pitch class, but it doesn’t seem to get in the way. I love playing with viola.
Are there any unique challenges this ensemble presents?
I think that when I’m playing in the exact same range as the viola and the viola is playing full
strength with the bow and I just have fingers, sometimes the challenge is to cut through with a
bright attack, a brighter attack than I might normally use. It’s kind of like the triangle in the
orchestra. You might have a hundred and twenty people on stage playing fortissimo but then you
get a triangle and it just pops right through without any effort whatsoever. So sometimes I have
to use a brighter attack that creates more overtones, kind of like the triangle, but that’s rare.
Generally with viola it’s not ever a problem and I’ve played with really great violists and it’s
never really been a problem.
What advice would you give to a guitarist looking to play with viola?
Find someone that you like. It’s better to be with someone that you like than to be with someone
that you are constantly butting heads with. Someone who thinks like you think, someone you
love, that’s willing to sacrifice the same things that you are willing to sacrifice for your art. Find
good repertoire. The reason that Sam Adler wrote that piece in ’93 for viola and guitar is because
I had just come to Eastman and he said he was looking to write pieces for combinations that
didn’t exist. There was almost nothing, really very little. It’s a sensational piece, really great, I
just recorded it with Phil Ying for this new all Adler CD. It’s a wonderful piece. It’s a beast, but
it’s a good piece. It’s fun to play.

6
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There is a really good piece, I don’t know if you know the name Sebastian Currier. He wrote this
piece call Pulse.7 He won the Grawemeyer Award which is a really big composition award and
has like hundreds of thousands of dollars. Joan Tower won it. It’s a super star composition award
and Sebastian won this award around the time that he was writing Pulse and I gave the premier
with Phil Ying. He wrote it for Kim Kashkashian and Eliot Fisk. It’s a really hard piece, it took
Phil and I a couple of months to get it up and running. It’s a hard tricky thing to sort out, but we
gave the premier of the piece and it was wonderful. It’s a great piece and I would love to record
it because I think it needs more performances. You guys should definitely look at this thing, it’s
something special.
Anyways, playing with viola for me is always a pleasure. We just hired a guy here named
Masumi Rostad and he was in Pacifica and I love his playing. I’m looking forward to playing
something with him. There’s a quiet confidence about his playing, a refinement that I think
would be great for guitar. I think playing with flute players and violists sometimes, I get the
impression that you’re used to fighting with piano a lot so you learn to play fortissimo with
crescendo and with guitar you don’t have to do that. I’m always looking for violists and I’m
playing with a wonderful flute player right now and she’s really learned how to play with guitar
and it’s really nice because she can relax and use colors and a lot of variety, and I like that in
viola playing too. You guys can just relax and I hear you at your best
.
What advice would you give to a violist about playing with guitar?
Explore quiet color. It’s a chance to explore quiet color. There are some things we can do that are
very loud, like strumming, when we’re doing that stuff, we’re pretty loud. When we’re able to
play loud, you guys should play loud but when having to play softer, try to find a way to have
your beautiful sound and still explore other colors that you might not explore. I want to say play
softer but not always, you should play softer when the ensemble needs it or when you are
inspired to do it. I think in general, more colors.
Do you have any other comments on the ensemble?
I’m hesitating only because there is a part of me that thinks there doesn’t have to be anything
special. I mean, if it’s as good as we think it is, and I think you and I both think that it’s pretty
special, it shouldn’t require a whole lot of magic or a whole lot of hocus pocus to sit down and
be able to play together. I would say that when you have a chance to be at extremes like when
I’m playing high and you’re playing low, it will work, if you’re playing high and I’m playing the
low strings, that’ll work. It’s when we’re playing together in the mid-range of our instruments. I
mean the guitar should use the same clef that you use. That is really our clef, but we use an
octave transposing treble clef cause we’re not as smart as you. But in fact, our clef is C clef, the
alto clef, so when we’re in the same range and we’re fighting for the exact same territory, it can
create a challenge, but out of that challenge you can find a lot of great solutions. I don’t think I
have a great answer for your question and I think it’s a good question. but I don’t think I have to
worry about it. Now, if you asked me about cello and guitar, that’s a nightmare. There’s some
decent cello and guitar pieces that you could look at because obviously you’re an octave higher
than cello and you could play you know the Gnattali sonata on the viola sounds great, you could
7
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play the Stephen Dodgson duo for cello and guitar, it sounds great on viola, the Arpeggione
Sonata, you could play the Arpeggione part on the viola.8 In fact, the guitarist, we should be
playing the arpeggione part because we’re a six-string fretted instrument, E A D G B E, we
should be playing what you’re playing, but it’s really nice to hear that piece on viola and guitar.
Piazzolla Histoire du Tango is a big flute piece that violinists now have taken over and that
works great on viola. There’s always transcriptions, which is really nice, it’s just getting
composers to write that stuff that’s the challenge.
Guitarists have to play louder and violists have to play softer, that is obvious because you guys
are used to playing with orchestras or playing with piano and you’re just wired to play loud and
you can. The problem with guitar is we’re kind of wired to be like a Mediterranean patio
instrument and that is awful, that is an awful tradition to have to be saddled with. We have to
come out if we’re going to play with other instruments and be more bold and have more support
and more power. Playing with viola will force any guitarist to play with more power. It’s in us to
do it but then we slip back into being Mediterranean patio instruments and we play cheesy
Spanish music so it’s really important that we rise to this occasion. It makes us better soloists to
play with a powerful instrument like the viola. I don’t think it should pose a problem as long as
people don’t have too hard a piece at first. The problem is there isn’t anything, like you know the
Paganini trio for viola, cello, and guitar? It’s a wonderful piece. He wrote these two trios.
They’re his best pieces. One is violin, cello, guitar and one is viola, cello, guitar. They’re his best
pieces, really, really, really good. And the viola piece is a sensation, with the guitar being low
and the cello being low, the viola has got to be up really high so Paganini’s writing is pretty high
tessitura viola parts. That’s fun. That’s a great piece to play. You just need a great cellist and the
guitarist has to really play out. But we don’t have anything simple. That’s a shame because that
would help people get better at it.
As long as the guitar has got power, you guys have a good chance just being able to play the way
you like to play. You could always lightly amplify as well. In a bigger hall it can be done very
subtly and it enables you to both relax. He shouldn’t hesitate to explore very light amplification.
Sometimes these halls are like playing into a mattress, they’re dead as a dodo, even smaller halls
can be acoustically so unrewarding and then you start playing like you’re outdoors for deaf
people so you don’t want to force yourself to play against your better judgement artistically and
sometimes a little bit of amplification goes a long way. It’s very sophisticated now. There are
options that are lightweight, easy to carry around, beautiful sounding, I mean it’s worth
exploring.

8
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1.e Noelia Gómez González9
Skype, March 1, 2018
Do you mostly play your own arrangements and compositions?
We’ve done a little bit of everything. We started off playing the standards like Arpeggione
sonata and de Falla. Of course we did an arrangement of the de Falla popular songs10 and the
Piazzolla Histiore du Tango. We played Giuliani that I arranged from the flute and guitar
repertoire. We also did some arrangements by Granados and also some arrangements by
Albenez. Then we started commissioning some composers and we’ve already got some pieces
written for us. A few years ago, we started to arrange some other music, popular music, mainly
from Latin America. We chose songs written for guitar originally or just pop music, so two kind
of arrangements. The arrangements made out of pieces for guitar, we did this with a goal in
mind. It was because usually the viola has the melodic part and has most of the protagonist thing
and we wanted the duo to be more balanced. We took some pieces for guitar like Seis por
Derecho by Lauro and we just composed a viola part to it.11 So we’ve done things like this as
well, to take the guitar compositions and just add in a viola part to them. The folk music I was
talking about, like some Mexican Mariachi music we’ve arranged, so we’ve done a few things.
How do you approach playing with guitar? Are there any special considerations you take
in this ensemble?
Yes, there are. It has taken a while to figure out all these considerations because, you know, I
was not used to playing with guitar before. During my education I usually played with the
standard groups for viola like quartet, quintet with piano, string trio, sometimes with a clarinet
and so playing with guitar was completely new to me. At the beginning I must recognize that it
was quite difficult because of balance mainly. I used to play in a kind of way to project that
doesn’t give a space to the guitar because of my influence from my teachers and the tradition of
the viola to try to project the same as the violin does or the cello. I was in another kind of world
musically speaking, sound speaking. You know the creation of sound? We were in completely
different worlds so we had to come to an agreement to be in the same kind of world of sound. In
this way I started to discover a lighter way to think, which led me to a new world in expressivity
as well because I’m exploring new ways to play more piano and with different kinds of colors. I
find now that they give me more choices in my playing. That was very interesting and I loved it.
It was hard to recognize it and I can see how it makes a difference in my playing through the
years.
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Then about the arrangements, we made little considerations ensemble wise, for instance guitar
players sometimes play arpeggiato with the chords. It is not like how we play with piano usually.
Pianists always play block chords and guitar uses arpeggioto for expressive reasons and they
sometimes do it slower or faster with different kinds of colors and we still have a lot of issues
because of that because I forget or I don’t expect the kind of gesture he is going to use, whether
it is going to be faster or slower.12 Sometimes I come in earlier with the bass in places where we
have decided to play with the last note of his chord. Usually we think that it sounds better when I
go with the last note of his chord. I leave him space to play the whole chord before playing on
the beat. Sometimes it’s hard. So that’s one consideration to take with guitar that didn’t happen
to me with other instruments. I guess with harp it is a little bit similar. After this experience with
guitar, I’ve payed more attention when I play in orchestra about how the harpists do it and I think
sometimes they have problems when they don’t do it on the beat too with the orchestra. The
problem with the orchestra is the orchestra leads and the harp player has to do whatever he or she
can.
What other considerations? For instance, when we play in some arrangements, we figured out
that it sounds very nice when I play the melody and the guitar makes a second voice that is
higher than mine because of the timbre. This is something that we like. I play the melody, maybe
on the G-string or C-string, and the guitar, which is a lower instrument, plays in the upper
register in sixths or thirds with me. When the guitar is in the lower part it’s difficult to hear and
it’s very easy to be unbalanced. When the viola has the melody and guitar accompanies in an
upper register, we like that a lot because it gives a nice color to the viola.
What else can I tell you? Making arrangements we’ve found… I don’t know if you’ve seen
some videos of us on Youtube. There is this arrangement of Seis por Derecho by Antonio Lauro
I was telling you about, it’s Venezuelan music for guitar. We composed a viola part and I started
to explore ways of playing the viola like it’s a guitar. I started to try to imitate the Venezuelan
cuatro, a Venezuelan guitar that is very small. I don’t know if you’ve seen these people, they are
virtuosos, it’s incredible. I started to try and play the viola making some noises like it was a
percussion instrument. I think that’s very cool too, to explore the viola as a guitar.
Another consideration would be the seating. We’ve tried many things. Years ago, I was playing
standing up and five years ago or so we decided it would be better for me to sit down. The reason
we came to this is because after having played many concerts, we were trying as much as
possible to be a duo and not a viola accompanied by a guitar. You know with piano, it is helpful
to be standing up because you have such a big sound behind you, but with the guitar you have
the inconvenience that the guitar has a small sound compared to the viola and compared to the
piano, so if on top of that I play standing up, all the views of the audience go to me. I’m playing
the melody, I sound more by nature, and I’m standing up. It’s too much. It’s like no matter what
we do with the arrangements, whether the guitar has more things or I’m accompanying, it
doesn’t matter, people will look at me because of all the other reasons. So, we started to explore
me sitting down and we found it very very useful for us. We could be more together ensemble
wise because we could see each other much more. It reminded me playing much more in a
12
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quartet or in a duo with a violinist because before I was thinking of the ensemble as in a group
with a piano. The piano is sitting down because there is no other way to play piano and I am
standing up because it is a standard, it is what I’m supposed to be doing, but I do not think it
works with guitar. I see many duos with guitar and I keep thinking that if you sit down, it
becomes more a duo instead of viola accompanied by guitar. And that gave us a lot of space to
rehearse and to discuss and to explore about gesture, how to develop gestures and the kind of
gestures that the guitar did and that I did and how to do gestures together to have the same kind
of energy when we play, the same kind of energy to finish the phrases or to start. Sitting down
together gave us a lot of new ideas and it gave a lot of new things to the duo so it was a good
surprise for us.
What are the advantages of this ensemble? What do you like about it?
What I like very much is to travel with him, or course he is my husband too, it makes it very
special to play together. The thing that I started to talk about at the beginning, it gave me a whole
new world of sound to the viola. I think that’s the main thing. I find it very different the way I
have to approach the viola with guitar than in orchestra or any other setting because in any other
kind of setting that I can think of or that I have tried, you have to push with the viola. You have
to push so everyone can listen to you. You have to push your sound out and you have to learn
how to project the same as violinists or the horn or clarinet or the oboe player. Only when I have
played with bass, contrabass, only then I did not have these kinds of issues about sound. So that
makes it very special for me because it makes me explore many things and I have to be very
committed to it. I have to push myself to a new world in the viola. Usually I didn’t have
problems with having a big sound because I have a viola that has a big sound and I have a lot of
weight when I play and I usually didn’t have issues with that, but I do have issues trying to be
light and have other kinds of colors. It was a big deal for me to be in a guitar duo because it
pushed me a lot technically speaking to explore things that were not natural to me. The other
thing that I find is very, very exciting is that I’m doing something different. More and more I like
that very much. I know I’m doing very interesting new things and I like that, to be doing
something different that you don’t get to hear very often. It’s exciting visiting new composers
and working with them. They’ve been very nice to me and to premiere all these new pieces.
We’re premiering a new piece by Carlos Alberteros, a Puerto Rican composer, in March in
Holland and I like that he will come to the premiere as well. I like that kind of collaboration.
Also arranging music that is not classical that comes from other kinds of eras is very entertaining
on the one side and on the other is very refreshing. I think we decided to do that because we were
not happy enough playing Guiliani our whole life because the repertoire for viola and guitar is so
tiny. I like some of the pieces that have been written in the twentieth century. There are many
pieces. When I started my doctoral studies, I was looking for ideas to do the doctorate and I
looked into the pieces that are written for viola and guitar and I found that there are like 140 or
so, 97% are written in the twenty-first century. Only the Carulli dou and the things that are
written in the 20th century, some of them are very interesting, but since there is so little repertoire
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I find it very interesting to try to explore to do arrangements of things that are not even
classical.13
What advice would you give to a guitarist preparing to play with viola?
Be patient. [laughs] Be patient with violists; it’s hard to be a violist. Buy a loud guitar. I have
much advice for violists, which I have already told you but for the guitar player, I think they
need to develop a big sound. 14 Not to play just with viola, but generally speaking playing with
any string instrument like violin, viola, or cello, I think they have to develop a big sound. Also,
he will tell you later, but I think he has to explore in this way. We have to explore in different
ways, he has to explore this and I have explore that. So that would be the best advice I can say.
Do you have any other comments on the ensemble?
Not that I can think of right now.

13
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1.f Scott Hill Interview15
Phone, February 10, 2018
How do you approach playing with viola? Are there any special consideration you take in
playing in this ensemble?
That’s kind of a huge question. How about this? Maybe ask some more very specific things and I
think that would start off in the right direction because that is such an open-ended question. Is
there a specific part of it you’re thinking of or what do you mean by that?
Are there any unique challenges of playing with viola compared to other instruments?
Intonation. Any kind of non-fret instrument, you’re playing with a flute, oboe, you name it, it’s a
little easier to sense intonation. When you have a guitar, you can’t really move your intonation.
A lot of the time what we do, when we’re working on arrangements or new pieces or
transcriptions or what have you, a lot of our time will be looking for what is the best way to tune
this? If we have a new composition, we’ll spend a lot of time talking to the composer, I don’t
know let’s just say B E F those notes in a row and above that there’d be F# G# A. Sometimes
they’ll give those upper notes to the guitar and the viola will be doing the bottom, maybe doing a
melody. What we generally do is say “That is just silly because of the interval, why don’t you
switch that if you can make it happen musically so that he can tune the thirds?” because as a
guitarist, I can’t move those thirds, as a violist, you can. A lot of our times is spent looking for
little things like that. When there are chords that have the notes that the violist is playing,
especially if they are melody notes, especially if it is a third or a sixth, we generally balance the
chord by striking a little less so that you can vary the intonation just that little bit and it doesn’t
sound so terribly out of tune. A guitar will be out of tune just with itself you know? It just will.
It’s like a piano, it’s out of tune. It can be as in tune as you want and the thirds are going to be
high so we kind of look for things like that and how to balance the chord and how that affects the
melody.
What are some of the things you like about the ensemble?
What I like about it is that it’s actually a lot more varied then one would think. You know a
bowed instrument has quite a few articulations and all the multitudes of vibrato and things like
that you can do and the guitar everything is kind of percussive, just the guitar alone is kind of
percussive. It’s just the way you pluck it. But that and all the different ways you can line up and
articulate and all the different sounds you’re able to pull out of those two instruments is pretty
neat actually.
What advice would you give to a guitarist looking to play with viola?
Not necessarily viola, what I would say to guitarist that wants to play chamber music. The
guitarist who’s playing chamber music who may be new to it what I would say is unless you’re
just naturally a loud player, you’re going to have to learn to play a lot louder and you may have
15
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to leave a little bit of the want to sound nice all the time - which is generally how the classical
guitarist views his instrument, to play pretty all the time - get a beautiful sound. They have to
work on a different description of the work beautiful, nice, or pleasant or something like that
because what works for solo playing won’t have the same playing musical effect as working in
an ensemble. Whereas before, just to make something up off the top of my head, you may use
your fingers to play on the nylon strings a lot of the time you’ll have to thumb your way through
them just to be heard, much like a flamenco guitarist. Instead of plucking the chords, you may
want to hammer straight through so it really is percussive and it flies out to the end of the room.
You’ll have to develop those kinds of techniques and you’ll have to develop your technique in
general so that you’re able to play like that so that you can match the intensity and musical, for
lack of a better word, bravado of an orchestral instrument, especially a bowed instrument where
you have the whole arms weight on top of that string as opposed to finger.
What advice would you give to a violist looking to play with a guitarist?
Be aware of the fact that, at first, they won’t be able to play as loud. Usually, I’m not referring to
the instrument, when I say loud like that I’m referring to the amount of energy that you can get
out of a guitar at first, unless you’re really trying to musically match the person that you’re
playing with. They just need to be aware of that, aware of the intonation, aware that the guitarist
can’t tune like you can and you’ll have to spend a lot of time… it’ll be almost like a string
quartet in a weird way, you know what I mean? It’s like the cello can’t move the intonation, they
can’t really, you always have to tune off the cello. It’s like no matter how out of tune it is, that’s
the note and you spend all your time going on that. Just be prepared to do a little bit of tuning or
an equal amount of tuning, but sometimes it’s not going to be in tune. You have to just know that
and accept it.
Do you have any other comments on the ensemble in general?
I would say that it’s highly underused and one should spend a lot of time commissioning for it.
And you have done that.
Oh, we’ve got just tons of music.
One of the first pieces we played together was the Five Fachadas by Javier Farias.
You played that? That’s hilarious. I would suggest that you guys go to ronaldpearl.com and
download, for free, The Places We Left Behind.16 That’s a very good start for guitar and viola as
a chamber piece. We play that all over the world and people just love it no matter where you go.
It’s a very, very nice piece. Ron would just love for you guys to play it, so you should. It’s good
for chamber playing between the two instruments Another thing is you learn how to balance the
chord, like the guitarist has to balance his chords tuning wise. You have to, or else it just sounds
so out of tune. Even just the opening because the G# is on top and you’re basically playing an E
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and so it sounds so hideous because it sounds so sharp comparatively compared to how you
would tune it. That’s a good start just to balance right there. It’s just a great chamber piece.
You need a lighter bow, you don’t want to have too heavy a bow, it just doesn’t work with the
ensemble because the guitar is very fast on its release comparatively so you don’t want to have
too heavy of a bow.
Do a lot of commissioning if you can. Just ask composers to write for you or suggest it, you’ll be
amazed how many people want to do it anyways to hear their stuff premiered. They’re willing to
help out with grants, write them basically, you sign them or you can help them out... Just
basically explore and have something, not necessarily guitar and viola, but always have
something that makes you viable. Something that makes you, for lack of a better word, sellable.
What sets you apart? What makes you interesting? What are you able to sell because guitar and
viola, the first thought is, “oh that ought to be delightful.” 17 Actually, it’s funny the amazing
amount of composers that say after writing for guitar viola, I ask why would anyone write for
violin. People really like the viola once they hear it because it’s human voice register - anyone
can hum along kind of thing.
Something we’re experimenting with now is not tuning the viola to itself but tuning the viola to
the guitar, so G to our G, C to my C, D to my D, A to my A, kind of thing. As opposed to tuning
the viola with itself so it’s in tune because it ends up being out of tune with the guitar. So we
actually started experimenting with that.
That is a good idea.
I mean maybe, we’ll see. We’re trying it and it seems to be cool the whole way though.
Something you may want to try, I don’t know. We’re trying it ourselves now.
We sit while we play. I don’t know if you sit or stand.
I was standing and he was sitting.
I play on the right-hand side facing outwards and then he plays on the left. You could do it the
other way. The only thing is you don’t want to suffer from the viola syndrome where they turn
their backs to the audience, like in quartet a lot of the time. We sort of make a kind of
perpendicular so even if you slightly turn towards me, I’m facing out. Guitar does need that.
Don’t be afraid to move around and ask the composer to change things. Of all the people we’ve
worked with, not one has said no, I won’t change that. It just doesn’t happen so if it’s not
working, it’s not working.
Tips for guitar, always have some sort of coloring vibrato. Make sure you have a differentiation
between what I would call a melodic vibrato and harmonic vibrato. When you’re doing your
melodies, you’re vibrating as you would with a melody of course. When you’re accompanying,
always have some sort of warming vibrato to ease the burden of having a guitar. The guitar needs
a little help, it colors the sound and allows you to blend into the foundation better if he or she is
17

Hill was being sarcastic.
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waving the sound around. The thing is, harmonic vibrato is not fast at all. It’s not like a solo
vibrato a viola vibrato or even a solo guitar with a single line, it’s just a gentle wave. Just like an
organ sort of vibrates a little bit, it’s sort of like that on the guitar. You barely even see your
hands moving, it’s just for sort of color and to sort of keep the sound oscillating a bit in the
background. Almost unknown to the audience, but the violist will be able to hide themselves into
that harmonic foundation a little bit better. Create that wave of color and sound always, that
perfume of the guitarist, not dry.
Record yourself a lot just to see what it sounds like. Even with the bad dry digital recordings just
to see what you quote un quote “really sound like,” while in reality you’ll sound a lot better.
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1.g Interview with Christopher Kenniff18
Phone, March 2, 2018
How do you approach playing with viola? Are there any special considerations you take in
playing with this ensemble?
As performers, it’s easy to hear one another and to play together. You have the sense that you
almost don’t need to amplify because there’s a good match between the capabilities of the viola
and guitar to project. As we started playing in larger venues and even in smaller ones, – I think
that the fact that we share so much of a similar register, it really is important for the guitar to
amplify. Otherwise you really lose the dynamic potential, the expressive potential, of the guitar
to match what the viola can do. We moved from amplifying only when needed, to just using very
discreet amplification all the time. That really helped the ensemble. We received consistently
better audience feedback. I think given the quality of sound reinforcement today, there’s no
reason why a guitarist can’t find a discreet method to amplify the guitar and for that to be
effective. For the violist then, the challenge gets to be that oftentimes the guitar will sound louder
than they’re accustomed to and think they’re too loud. You really have to think more from the
standpoint of maybe ten rows out. The balance changes a lot. That really is the biggest challenge.
If you go by what you hear on stage and what your two performers experience themselves, you
can easily arrive at the conclusion that it is not necessary to amplify. I think that’s a mistake. If
you’re playing with a violinist, there’s a different enough register that you’ll often times be just
fine unamplified, but guitar and viola really are just right in the same area and that can be a
challenge. Especially when you have larger ensembles you must [amplify].
Are there any other challenges of this ensemble?
You need to be prepared to make arrangements. There’s not a lot of published material,
especially to build a repertoire. There’s plenty of new music but we ended up doing a lot of
arranging. That’s part of the instrument. Going back in time with historical repertoire, whether
you’re looking at renaissance arrangements or classical, you really just have to be prepared to do
some arranging.
What are some of the advantages of this ensemble?
I think the combination of the two is sonically a very beautiful combination. I think you do have
a good match generally between the quality of sound of the guitar and the quality of sound of the
viola. The viola does not need to push to be loud. I would imagine that would be the biggest
suggestion for a viola player. All the sudden you’re not straining to be heard on the same level as
a cellist or of the members of your quartet or piano trio. The violist can explore the quieter
ranges of their instrument, which are often times very, very beautiful. I feel like there’s an
opportunity for a lot of subtly in expression that maybe the violist, being accustomed to the
challenge to project, . . . you don’t need to worry about that.
18

Christopher Kenniff is currently the Dean of Programs at the Hoff-Barthelson Music School and performed as the
guitarist for Duo Fresco with violist Brett Deubner. More information on him can be found at https://www.hbms.
org/pdf/Chris_Kenniff_Press_for_Web.pdf.
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What advice would you give for a guitarist preparing to play with viola?
Make sure you can read the clef fluently. It seems like a stupid thing, we all go through school,
but you really need to be very comfortable with just reading the clef that the viola plays in.
Otherwise it’s just ensemble and expression and communication, all the same sorts of things that
you’d have with any other ensemble. I really think that a lot of times guitarists just stick in the
treble clef, or we arrange from the grand staff to treble clef –be aware of and very comfortable
reading what clef the viola is playing in. [You need to] understand that the guitar is a transposing
instrument, though we do it without almost being aware. Just being aware of what the actual
register is.
Do you have any advice for a violist playing with guitar?
You don’t need to play as loud as you think. You can actually enjoy exploring color, timbre, and
quieter dynamics, which expands the range. My experience with a wonderful violist – I mean
Brett is a fabulous player – the tendency is to try to project and have a big sound. That’s great,
you can do it especially if your guitarist is going to amplify, but really the beauty of this
ensemble is that the violist really can expand the dynamic range [to be] quieter rather than
louder. You’ll always be heard. There will never be a moment when the guitar overwhelms the
viola. You might have a sense if you do amplify the guitar – but even then, it is very unlikely that
the audience is going to experience that. That’s a really nice thing; the subtly of the viola
playing, especially in the quieter dynamics – the tone color and expression – it’s a beautiful
thing. It really brings out the best of the instrument.
Do you have any other comments on the ensemble?
I’m not sure that anyone has really catalogued available repertoire for the ensemble. I know
some works we did, – some of those pieces are not published. Frank Levy wrote a stunning
sonata for guitar and viola [which is a] masterpiece, [a] gorgeous piece. Sam Adler – people
know his Into the Radiant Boundaries of Light, but there are Five Choral Scherzi that he wrote
for us and we premiered at the Eastman School of Music with Bill Weinert conducting. It is just
a crazy piece, I mean almost unplayable for the guitar. In many ways just a masterpiece. I edited
it pretty aggressively, but it did work.
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Appendix 2
Selected Works for the Viola-Guitar Duo
Samuel Adler, Into the Radiant Boundaries of Light (Theodore Presser: King of Prussia, PA
1994)
This piece is sonataesque with three movements. It is highly motivic and is among the
most challenging pieces in this repertoire, but is very rewarding to play.
Dusan Bogdanovic, Trois a Propos (Les Editions Doberman-Yppan, 2012)
This piece is in three movements. Typical of Bogdanovic, it is very rhythmically and
metrically complex.
Stephen Dodgson, Echoes of Autumn (Les Editions Doberman-Yppan, 2015)
This is a single movement work, but with several different sections/characters. It is very
conversational and is a great opening piece in a recital.
Javier Farias, 5 Fachadas (Les Productions d'Oz, 2011)
These are each quite short and incorporate South American rhythms. The last two
movements are more substantial and difficult than the other three.
Jan Friedlin, Mist Over the Lake (Editions Orphee: Columbus, OH, 1999)
Originally for clarinet and guitar, Friedlin has arranged this for many other instruments,
including viola. This short piece is hauntingly beautiful and very melodic, exploring the
viola’s rich lower register.
Francis Kleynjans, Hommage a Cesar Franck, Op. 230 (Les Productions d'Oz, 2015)
This is a short single movement work. It passes a simple melody between the instruments
and has it played on three different octaves in the viola. The guitar often plays
arppegiated figures.
Erik Marchelie, Eclipse (Les Productions d'Oz, 2003)
This is a simple single movement work that could serve as a good introduction to the
ensemble for new players. The viola plays a long melodic line while the guitar strums
chords the whole time. It also comes with options for violin or cello and guitar.
Erik Marchelie, Sonate (Les Productions d'Oz, 2007)
Sonate has four movements and the whole piece is very melodic and very jazzy. There is
a spot of very high unison for both instruments that is challenging, but the piece is
generally very accessible for the performer and audience.
Ronald Pearl, The Places We Left Behind (http://www.ronaldmpearl.com/, 2011)
This piece is a lovely single-movement work available for free. It is a good piece for a
beginning duo to work on balance and blend.
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Ferdinand Rebay, Kleine Moderne Tanz-Suite (Ediciones Eudora: Madrid, 2013)
This is a collection of 5 dances including a march, tango, onestep, Boston, and shimmy.
All the dances are short and cute, but slightly cheesy.
Ferdinand Rebay, Sonata in D minor (Ediciones Eudora: Madrid, 2015)
This is a four-movement sonata. It is similar to his dance suite, cute and slightly cheesy.
Klaus Hinrich Stahmer, One stops searching, one grows silent (Verlag nue musik, 2009)
This single-movement work focuses on gesture and conversation between the two
instruments. It is similar r to declaimed poetry, but with music. It is powerful and
challenges the performer to really commit to every gesture and musical idea to connect
with the audience.
Eberhard Werdin, Vier Bagatellen (Doblinger, 1984)
These are four short bagatelles, all using a rounded binary form. The viola caries the
melodic line throughout while the guitar has an accompanimental role.
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